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PREFACE 
In the past 1 the mill tary services lllBnaged the development 
of weapon systems and controlled the integration of the production 
and suptx>rt functionB for each weapon system. The weapon system 
concept adopted in varying degrees by the various branches of the 
military service shifts the responsibility for the management and 
integration of the major elements of a weapon S;)'-stem progr8J'Il to the 
business enterprise. The corporation replaces the military service 
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as the primary integrator of the elements of a weapon system such that 
the military service can row look to one organization for the responsi-
bility for directing the efforts of and integrating the major elements 
of a weapon system. 
The study examines the management approach taken by a major 
electronics manufacturer located in New England to manage the develop-
ment and production of a data processing subsystem for an electronic 
missile detection system utilized within the defense network of the 
United States Air Force. An examination was made of the program Jl'I&Jlage-
ment organization established to direct this program to determine the 
effectiveness of the concepts and techniques used in managing this program. 
The aim of this study is to provide a frame of reference or basis (gained 
!rclll examining this experience) to use ss a guide for managing weapon 
system type business which can be further applied either within this 
company or other companies contemplating operations in weapon system 
business in the future. 
Chapter I 
The Need for Program (or S"Jstems- Type) Manapement 
Introduction 
In the past the mili t.ary services controlled the develop .. 
ment , production, and support services for producing each weapon 
system. The service involved placed the major subcontracts and then 
integrated the major subsystems into an overl)lJ assemhly for a fi.nal 
weapon. In addition, the service directed and performed the support 
functions of training, handhooks , field service, S!~re parts and 
lo~stics. With the rapid development of technology, the growth in 
complexity associated ~dth technological change, the large diversU.y 
of technological disciplines involved, the demand for an increasing 
arrPy of specialized types of individuals, the high cost of retaininG 
the services of such spe~ialists , and the limitations of funding on 
nilit.ary budgets in the p~Rt decade created a change in thl" concept 
of producing w~apon ~stems. 
To reduce the le~d time to produce new weapons, the 
military services have ~dopted to an increasing extent 
the "weapon system" concept of assigning decision-
making authority and of contracting for the develop-
ment of the highly-complex weapon and support systeMs 
of the space age. The philosophy underlying the weapon 
system concept holds that authority for the design, 
development, and production of an entire weapon or 
support system needed to meet a military operational 
requirement should be assigned to a single manarenent 
organization. 
The milit?ry services are, of course , ultimPtely re-
sponsihle for the management of we~pon d~velopment and 
production. The central problem that has confronted 
them in carl"'.ring out the weapon system concept is how 
much authority they could d~legate to private contractors 
without losing control over th~ d~velopme~t of their 
weapon systems, and ~lso without abdicatinc their respon-
sibility for the proper expenditure of public funds . l 
The weapon system concept has been adopted by the military 
services in varying degrees. Among the services involved, the Air 
Force is the major user of the weapon s.ystem concept with the Army 
and Navy utilizing this to a more limited extent. As the weapon 
system concept shifts the responsibility for integrating the design 
and production of the subs.ystems comprising a weapon system to the 
business enterprise, a corporation now assumes the responsibilities 
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which the military service exercised in the past as the pr~ry integr~-
tor of the eleme>rt.s of the weapon system. The service involved can now 
look to one business organization for the responsibility for integrating 
the sum total of the elements of a ~reapon system program. 
As weapon systems have become mor~ and mor~ complex, 
the services have found that they did not possess the 
talent needed to perform all the functions r~quired 
of weapon systems managers, including the integration 
of the subs.ystems and components into compatible 2nd 
balanced weapon systeMe. Senior Air Force officers 
have repeatedly stated, for example , that they lack 
the 1tin-house tt systems ene;ineering cspability they 
needed to direct the development of their ballistic 
missile and satellite programs. As a result, the 
Air Force, and to a lesser extent the Arrrry and NaV"J, 
are contracting with private firms for the systems 
engineering and management work traditionally 
performed by the military services in the develop-
ment of advanced weapon ~stems. 
lLivingston, J. Sterling Weapon System Contr~cting (Harvard 
Business Re.,riew, Ju.:cy-J. ugust 1959, p. 83) 
The engineering and management problems inherent in 
the integration of major weapon syst~ms are simply 
becoming too difficult for the s~rvices to handle 
without the help of private contra~tors . 
What we must strive for then, is the kind of integra-
tion we can get through private management of weapon 
syst~m development and production, but using the 
particular method of contracting th~t will mini~ize 
concentration, m~ximize competition, and pP.rmit the 
military services to retain suffici~nt d~cision­
making authority to assure th~t they get the weapons 
they want at ~ reasonable cost. 2 
1 
Rapid growth j.n the state-of-the-~ in many technologies has 
resulted in a large increase in the number of scientifjc fields and tech-
nologicRl areas of specialization. To compound the pro~lem related to a 
greater diversity of technical skills , the pressure on holding the line 
or decreasing the military budget by Congress has made it that mu~h more 
difficult to maintain adequate technical staffs within the Services or 
to compete salary-wise with industry for these skills. 
Rapid advances in the stateoo()f•the~, on th~ one 
hand, and reduced personnel ceilings and low Civil 
Service pay scales , on the other, made it progress-
ively more difficult for the services to attract 
~nd hold the scientific and engineering personn~l 
necessary to perform the systems engineering work 
required to ~nteerate th~ components and subsystems 
in advanced systems such as ~upersonic and ballistic 
mi~sile weapon systems . In view of ceilines on per-
sonnel, Civil Service regulations and salary l~vels, 
and military personnel policies, however, it is most 
unlikely that the Air Force can attract in peace time 
th~ eneineering and scientific personnel needed to 
provide full technical direction and systems integration 
for its really advanced weapon programs. Indeed, for 
this reason all three services will find it necessary 
to depend on systems engineering contractors for some 
technical assistance and euidance . 
There seems little doubt# then that the Air Force and 
the other services have, of necessity, turned increaa-
in"ly to the weapon system concept to solve their 
management and procurement problems. To varying degrees 
the military services retain decision1Aking authority 
over the expenditure of funds, the development and 
production schedules, and the procurement of subsystems.3 
The concept of weapon system contracting poses problems 
which the prevailing conventional business organization must &olve 
to perform effectively and compete for weapon system business. 
The two moat important factors which must be met by any weapon 
system contractor are strong systems engineering capability and 
a competent systems management staff. 
3 
As weapon manufacturers develop stronger systems engi-
neering and management staffs, the military services 
are likely to make greater use of system prime con-
tractors for both systems integration and management. 
At the same time, the services can be expected to 
develop their own weapon systems engineering and 
management capabilities, to improve their decision-
making processes, and to exercise more effective 
control over system prime and associate prime 
contractors. 
It seems clear that the competitive position of 
defense contractors will be determined to an 
increasing extent by their systems engineering 
and management capabilities. 
Ibid. , PP• 85, 86# 87 
4Ibid., PP• 92 
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Description of the Program Studied 
A lArge electronic manufActurer in New England received a 
contract from a prime contractor for the development and production 
of a major subsystem for an ~lectronic missile detection system. The 
contract called for the desi~n, development and manufacture of two 
integrated subs~rstems: (t!o . 1) a data handling or data SUM.l'I\Pri7.ing 
subsystem which takes report information on objects detected, converts 
the data from analog to digital form and summarizes the report infor-
mation in such a fashion that it can be accept~d hy the other half 
of the integrated subsystem {No . 2) th"! computer. TM.s computer is 
a high-s~ed1 transistorj_zflld, digital computer which c<l.lcul::lt~s the 
flight characteri sties of th"' object, predicts the impPct 1)oj.nt and 
flight ti.Jlle of the object if it is a missile. This information is 
then presented by the computer to a display system and/or to a central 
monitoring location for sounding alam to initiate retali.tory action. 
The display system and the monitoring equipment are produced by the 
prime contractor. 
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The work associated ;.:-lth the deyelopment and production of 
the equipment for the electronic missile detection s.ystem was rerformed 
by an operPtion which also has the responsihility for the desien, 
development and production of data processing ~r<>t~ns for military 
and goverr~ental applications. To manage the effort associated with 
this program, the operation established a prograM man~gernent organization 
called the uprogram Office". The Program Office reported to the manager 
of the operation, functioned in a staff capacity a!'ld broadly directed 
the activities of the functional eroups •·Jithin that operation. 
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The Program Office was the central point of contact with the pri1ne 
contractor . The work of the Progrron Office was conducted :i.n an en-
vironment which requir~d mutual cooperation with a number of lin• 
organizat:tons (which were responsible for produc:i.ng equipment on other 
military contr~.cts) ~nd also req11ired harmonious relations with a prime 
contractor who built electronics equipment similar to that which the sub-
contractor built . Therefore, th~ Program Office had to work with line 
organizations within its own operation at one physical location and had 
to work with a pril!le contractor who had the overall responsioili.ty for 
integratine all of the effort of this weapon system program to th~ Air F~. 
Stat ement of Study 
The purpose of this thesis is threefold : 
1 . To describe the approach used to manage the program for the develop-
ment and manufacture of the Data Processing Subsystem of ~ missile 
detection system. This program included pro,riding the support functions 
of spar e parts, training, field engineering support and logistics. 
2. To anRlyze the perfomance and progress of the program throuf')l 
its various phases, to evP.luate the effectiveness of the manarement 
approach, to describe the problems encountered and the techniques 
us~d to solve the ~roblems associated with the proerarn. 
:. To summarize the results obtained through the use of a Progrrum 
Office as a technique for managine weapon ~ystem business . By 
describing the results of the experience gained from this program, 
it is hoped that the study can present 2 frame of reference which 
other companies may utilize who are contemplating inaugurating systems 
11 
business into their organization. 
Importance of the Study 
Due to the increasing use of the weapon system concept hy 
the Air Force and the gradual increase of this concept by the Army 
and the Navy, it is felt that the i.lllpact of the WMpon system concept. 
on the business world in the future will be increased considerably. 
By describing the management organization and the man2gement techniques 
used by both this subcontractor and by the pri~e , and by describing 
the results of the management techniques used on this program, it. is 
hoped that others who are contemplating or are emb2rKing on ~reapon 
system type business can benefit from the experience and lessons 
gained by this company. Although the weapon syst~~ concept has hed 
considerable impact upon the PllSiness world, it is the writer 1 s opinion 
that P,reatest impact is yet to be felt in the future . 
Definttion of Terms 
A system is defined as 
"An aggregation or assemblage of objects united by 
some form of regular interaction or interd~pend~nce; a 
group of diverse units so combined by nature or :u-t RS 
to form !l.n integral whole and to function, operate or 
to ~ove in unison and often in obedience to some form 
of control. •• This definition emphAsizes the system as 
a group of objects combined to form an integral whole and 
to move in unison. A ~econd definition of the word system 
is as follows: 1An or~~nized or methodically arranged 
set of id~as , ~ complete exhibition of essential principles 
or facts arranged in a rational de~ndence or connection, 
the intellectual content of a particular philosophy'.n 
The s~cond definition emphasizes methodic~lly arranged 
ideas as opposed to ~ group of obj~cts. A third definition 
of system is "A formal scheme or Method eoverning organi-
zation, arrangement ~nd so on of objects or material or a 
mode of procedure . 115 This lattf-r definition emphasizes 
a schene or method governing organization. 
Weapon System - "A system composed of equiflllent, skills 
and techniqu~s, the composite of which form an instrUMent 
of combat, usually but not necessarily having an 2ir 
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vehicle as its major operational ~lement . The conplete 
weapon sy~tem includes all related equipment, materials , 
services and personnel required solely for the operation of 
the air vehicle or other major ~lem~nts of the system, so 
that the instrument of combat becomes a self-sQffici~nt 
unit of strildne power in its intended operational 
environment .n6 
Weapon System Contracting, System Prime Method - ttUnder 
the system prime or system prim~ and associated contrac-
tor ' s method of '-teapon system contracting, the hnrdware 
contr actor who is responsible for the assembly and test 
of the weapon system is also eiYen the responsibility 
for syster.t design and engineering. 
More recently, however, the t r end has been for the mili-
~ary services to assign P,reater management responsibility 
to the system prime contractors . Under the ~Jstem prime 
concept, for example , a number of subsystem manufacturers 
become subcontractors to a prime contractor , who , subject 
to the surveillance and approval of the military service , 
acts as weapon system manager. Subsystem manufacttwers 
take their directions from the system prime who is delepated 
consid~rable responsibility for schedules , the selection 
of subsystem manufacturer s , pricing of subsystems , and the 
allocation of available funds . 
Full management responsihility for a major weapon system 
has never been given to ~ single contractor, and probably 
never will be. The military sel"'rice delP-gates to the 
~Jstem priMe the decision~aking authority required to 
SJebster ' s rrew International Dictionary of the English Language, Second 
Edition Un:>l,ridf!ed 1958 
6u. s. Dept. of the .A ;r Ti'orce, Air Force Regulation lTo. 70-9 Procur~ment 
and Contracting (Washington, 3 October 1956) 
manage the day-to-day development and production of 
the weapon system, but retains authority to make major 
decisions, to resolve conflicts between the system prime 
and the subsystem manufacturers, and to review decisions 
made by the system prime. It may also continue to deal 
directly with an associate prime contractor for a major 
component or sUbsystem. 
The system prime method most completely carries out the 
weapon system concept because it makes it possible to 
place both engineering and management responsibility for 
the design, development and production of the entire 
system in one organization. 
If full authority for decision-making were delegated to 
a single prime contractor, the military services would 
tend to lose much of their management control over the 
development of the weapon system, particularly their 
control of schedules, costs, and the selection of sub-
system contractors. This is a danger which the services 
have guarded against by retaining authority to make 
major decisions and to approve other decisions made by 
prime contractors.n? 
Electronics System - 11An electronic system is defined as a 
group of independent electronic equipnents and accessories 
which must work in harmony to perform a given operational 
function. This instruction refers to the simple system as 
defined above which system represents a step beyond the 
individual equipment. The systems concept can be carried, 
however, to any extreme by the p;rouping of simple systems 
to form complex systems."6 
Program Office - "A management p-roup dedicated to the 
objective of achieving the customer's contractual require-
ments on a system-type program. The Program Office is the 
central point of contact with the customer 1 is responsible to 
the customer for the company's performance on all phases of 
the program. The Program Office broadly directs the activi-
ties of the operating groups, establishes the requirement• 
which must be met , monitors perfoi'll\Rnce on the ~ogram and 
keeps both company and customer management informed of 
status and progress on the program." 
?Livingston, J. Sterling - Wsapm System Contra.cti~, (Harvard 
Business Review, July-August 1959, PP• 8 1 89) 
8Department of the Navy 1 Office of Naval Material, ( ONM Instruction 
10550.6 of 19 August 1952) 
1.3 
Methodolo~ 
The methodology employed in this study was to ex~ine the 
Progr~m Office organization established to manage this program, to 
collect pertinent data from the historical information available on 
the program, analyze this riate and inteerate i .t into this thesis . The 
sources of the data were the records from the ~rious operating 
function~l groups within the oreanization of the subcontr~ctor 
which produced the Dat~ Processinz Suhs~rstem. 
Orgap~z~tion of the Thesis 
Chapter 2 examines the functions ~nd the organization 
str,J.cture of the Program Office . A historical summary of the program 
is contained in Crapter 3. In this chapter the Phases of the program 
;lre descri'bed, the time span for these phases dericted, the !'1ajor 
proeram changes are identified, ~nd the overall performance on the 
proerBm is measured in terms of schedule an0 mPnpower performance. 
The management techniques utilized on the proeram both by the prime 
contractor and the subcontractor within his internal orpanization are 
descrihed in Chapter 4. I1ajor problems encountered during the program 
are defined in Chapter 5 as are elso the actu~l sol,ltions to the prohlems . 
Ch~pter 6 contains the summary and conclusions of this thesis . 
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Chapter 2 
Or"anization Structure and Functions of the Pro9ran ~~pagement Group ~ 
The Program Office 
Introduction 
"iihenever o. group of Feople combine to achieve a gi."en pt>.rpose, 
whether this group consists o: only t·v~o people or whether it is very large, 
we have the psychic fundruroentals of organization. Underlying all associa-
ted effort we have the principle of coordination .,,hich rr.ust be pr~sent to 
achieve an effl"!ctive organiz<~tion. Thu~, organi.zation is the form of hurran 
association for the attainment of ~ common purpose . There is a dual relation 
to organization - people who crl'!ate and use a proce~m and the aim or object 
of th~t process .u9 uThe first !Jrinciple of organization, coordination, 
provides that gro'lP effort must have an orderly arrangeMent to assure unity 
of action in pursuing the common purpose .nlO 
The el•ctronics division of the conrany is a dccP-ntrallzed 
organization with separate operations established to make products wru.ch 
incori~rP-te sinil~r or related t~chnolopies. When the division receiv~d 
the award for producing the data handling subs~·stem for tris weapon system, 
the contract 'tTaS r,i ven to an operation estahli 8hed to design and manufacture 
comp,lters and data processine equi.pn.ent. This operation ·Has oreanized 
9Mooney and Peiley, The Principles of Organization (Ne\-J York, Har~r and 
Brothers, 1939) pp. 1, ?. 
10rbid. J ~ s 
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along functional lines. To. maintain proper management attention and 
emphasis on a major contract of this size, it was decided to establish a 
management staff group called a Program Office for this purpose. '!be 
Program Office reported di1·ectly to the Operations General Manager. 
Some of the considerations involved in this decision were: 
a) the financial magnitude of the contract was sufficiently large to 
warrant speci&l attention to the program, b) the work involved affected a 
laree number of organizational components within the functions - it was 
felt necessary to have ~?Orne group oversee the activity of the total effort 
to assure that no functional group was optimizing its operation at the 
expense of the program, c) the support requirements could not be suitably 
handled in any one functional group, d) a large integration and communica-
tions effort was necessary to assure an adequate crossflow of required 
information among the functional groups and e) the company wanted a group 
which would speak with one coordinated voice to the prime contractor. 
Functions of the Program Office 
"Staff organization is an evolution from a functional type of 
organization. It is generally placed above the level of operative perfor-
mance known as line operations. Increases in the managerial workload and 
the requirements for specialized background, training, experience, and 
ability are some of the basic reaeons for setting up a staff organization. 
Staff organization is concerned with division and specialization of 
managerial work."ll 
11Ralph c. Davis, '!be FUndamentals of Top Management, (New York, Harper 
and Brothera, 19Sl) P• 370 
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The Program Office is predominantly a specialized staff group 
which establishes work requirements, direct• the activities and monitors 
performance of the line operating groups. In certain specialized areas 
where the skills are not present in the operating group or where the 
customer requires representation in the Program Office, a specialized 
individual or group on the Program Office staff may perform the line 
function of doing the work required in a specific area. Nevertheless, 
the basic intent is to free the Program Office staff from line work 
wherever possible to insure that proper attention is given to planning, 
organizing, coordination, progress measurement and control of the basic 
requirements of the program. 
The pril!lary objective or common purpose to which the Program 
Office was addressed was to focus management attention and emphasis to 
assure management that the company's contractual requirements on this 
weapon system contract were being met. With this purpose in mind, we 
can further define the broad functions of the Program Office as: 
(A) External or Costomer Orientedz 
1. To provide a central point of contact for the customer on 
all activities associated with the program. 
2. To provide a direct source of responsibility to which the 
customer may look for perfonnance on the program. 
3. To negotiate and establish with the customer the technical, 
financial, schedule and deli very requirements of the pro gram. 
4. To monitor performance to assure meeting the hudget, schedule, 
specification and delivery requirements of the program. 
(B) Internal Operatings 
1. To direct the activities of the line operations to insure 
that customer requirements are understood and met. 
2. To interpret the requirements of the program to the line 
operating groups. 
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3. To coordinate the activities of the line operating groups to 
insure that the work is being accomplished in an expeditious nmn!!lr. 
4. To monitor perfonnance of the operating groups to insure that the 
detailed specifications, schedules, budget and delivery require-
ments of the individual operating groups are met and properly 
phased into a smoothly operating coordinated whole. 
Initial OrganizationaLStructure 
Figure 1 shows the relationehip of the Program Office to the staff 
groups within the operation and organizational relationship of the Program 
Office to the line operations. The Program Office was an extension or 
ann of the manager of the operation and served as a buffer group between 
the line operations and the prime contractor. The Program Of fice personnel 
to a great extent were marketing oriented in their outlook. At times they 
appeared to be unreasonable to the line operations in their insistance on 
adhering to customer requirements and were accused of putting the customers 
interests above the company's when the pressure seemed too heavy on the 
line operations. The Program Office performed a useful function in filter-
ing many minor problems which were resolved with proper internal coordina-
tion among the line operations. This filtering process prevented many minor 
internal problems from being unnecessarily passed on to the prime contractor. 
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The Program Office maintained an orderly, systematic structure 
of the major task requir~ments by subdividing the tasks into families of 
subtasks using a task 1natrix. This matrix identified the line oper~tions 
r esponsible for performing the work required. The task matrix was a tool 
used by the Program Office to assure management that all requirements of 
the program were identified, responsibilities for performance were estab• 
lished and were systematically being followed to assure that the work re -
quired was being performed. The Program Office staff does not direct the 
line organizations in the detail method of accomplishing the job but provides 
overall direction and guidance to the activities of the line or~anization. 
Evolution of the Program Office Organization 
After receipt of a cont.r act from the prime contractor, the proeram 
went through the throes of the usual st?rt -up and growing pains phase asso-
ciated with contracts of this size . In the early stages when facil:l_ties 
expansion, personnel staffine and det~il defintion of the scope and nature 
of the pro gram tasks were being fi~~d up, there was a considerPble de~ree 
of fl1udity and flexibility in the mode of operation, division of functions 
and assignment of responsihili ties within the Pro gram Office . Figure 2 
sho~ffi the details of the Program Office ten months after award of the 
contract. This chart reflects the supporting sections within the four 
major staff functions indicated in the Program Office in Fi~ure 1. 
"To define the structure needed to attain thl'! objectives of the 
organization, an ~nalysis of the actidties required to achieve your ob-
jectives should be made, an analysis of the relations required should be 
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made before the structure is established.nl2 This type of analysis 
resulted in establishing the four staff functional groups shown 
in Figure ~. The systems enginel!ring requirements were of 
sufficient scope and importance to warrant a separate staff 
group for this activity. The need for translating the system 
engineering requirements into detail engineering specification 
requirements for each sUbsystem, into the manufacturing engineering 
requirements and into the field engineering requirements resulted 
in establishing the Projects Staff. All the sections of the Projects 
Staff group had the common engineering capability of interpreting and 
translating system engineering requirements into detail subsystem 
and component engineering requirements. Activities related to 
prograJ!l plan.'l'l.ing, financial measurement and cont.rol, support 
requirements and general ad~inistrative detail work w~s grouped 
within the Administrative Staff. Special emphasis on reliability 
assurance by the prime contractor and the Air Force was reflected 
by establishing a reliability staff group within the Program Office. 
It should be noted that in certai~ areas where specialized 
12Peter F. Drucker, The Practice of ManAyement, l-!el-r York, Harper 
Brothers, 1954) Chapter 16 
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skills were not available within the line operations performing 
the work on the program or where it l!a.S desired to perforn the 
work within the Proe;ram Office because of the imrJOrtance of the 
output to the overall progr~m effort and t.o the customer , line or 
operating work was performed within certain organizational components . 
These are denoted with ~n L to the right of the organization box. 
Unique features of the org~nization were: 1) a technical manager 
who was responsible to the program manaeer for asslrring that the 
ov~rP-11 technical perfoman~e of the subsystems ' equipnents !'let the 
operational requ.irernents of the weapon system. The complexit~r and 
intricacy of the equii~1ent , the need for integrating the Hork of 
the technical staff groups c:md the need for coordinating the 
technical output with that of the prime contractor deemed it advisable 
to establish one man to direct, monitor and appraise the rrogram 
manager of the technical stat.us of the comr any 1s efforts at all timeSJ 
this man was the technical m~~ager for the proerarn. 
Within the Administrative Staff a planning section 
mRintained plans and schedules for ~11 phases of the program. This 
group obtained detailed plans and schedules from the line and staff 
organizational components for all tesk elements of the program, 
integrated these into a coordinated set of plans and schedules, 
compared them with contractual requjrements and evaluated status of 
schedules against plo.ns anrl contractual commitments . ArP.as where 
plans were not adequate , uhere overall performance vra:: significantly 
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falline behind schedules or where customer coJTU"'J..tments might be 
jeopardized Here brou~t to the attention of program management thr01Jgh 
the administrative managPr. 
Another look :1t the organization depict.s its content and makeup 
twenty- two (22) months after contrar.t award (Figure 3). Two changes in 
the oreanization are noteds 1) the Field Engineering functi o~ was elim-
inated due to a management decision c+. the division level of the co~pany 
to est<1blish a field support gro11p to service the division, and 2) the 
addition of a subcontractor reliabilit~r eroup to monitor th~ r~liahility 
of the products being produced by a large nunber of suppliers on tl'lc 
program. Strict milit2ry specjficatj on reqtrirem~nts for the subsystem 
equipments invol w•d deemed it necessary to estahlish this organi 7.:ttional 
section. 
Although the 'ffiriation in the number of supporting section~ 
tdthin each staff group wae not v~r/ large in the ti::ne reriod bet'.Jeen 
Figure~ 2 ~nd 3, there was a significant variation in the level of 
staffing of the different sections at the time that Figure 3 was made. At 
the time of Figure 3 (2? months after contract award) , the activity of the 
systens engineering staff had earlier passed its penk and had decli.ned to 
so.ne extent. On the other hand, the projects staff activity 'NaS reaching 
its peak level coincident with the engineering activity of the line opera-
tions (note peak on Q0ttom chart in Fi~1re 12). Therefore, the staffing 
and activity levels were at their M zhest pitch in the projects staff gro,•p 
at this til'le. In the admi.11istratj .,,~ staff, the staffing and activity levels 
had re~ched their peRk in the Planning s~ction and in the Training 
area, The effort in the Logistics s~ction and in the DAta Documentation 
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Section was building up raidly. These two sections had now completed 
their detail plans for providing support material ~n the progral"1 (sp!!!re 
parts , handbooks , etc.) and ·Here in t~e process of irlplementing their plans. 
Thue , the staffing level for th~se tt-To activities were in the process of 
buildup to their peak l~vels . On the reliability staff , a subcontract 
reliability section was operating at full steam to monitor th'! heavy pro -
c1~e~ent effort required for manuf~cturine the n~cessary equipment . The 
stP.ffing of this section was also at its peak level dne to the •rorklo~d 
associated with conducting quality control a!!d surveillance of the output 
of the v~ndors supplyin~ materials , components and suh-nssernhlies for the 
program. 
A final look at this orgflnization is taken thirty- four (34) months 
aft~r contract award - Figure 4. The peak ~ffort on the program had passed 
and the program was ent-:!ring its final phase. At th:ts point in til"te , the 
first coMplement of equipment had been field installed and tested and the 
second conplement of equipnent Y.":lS in the process of ship!lent to the field 
for installation ~nd test. The systems staff had shrunk to a skeletal 
size and the system staff manager was also the techn:i.cal :m3.nager on the 
progral'l . As the equipment uas in trensit +..o the field, the projects staff 
was reducing its level of manning significantly. Comparing Figure 4 to 
Figure 3, one notes that the number of sections in the administrative st~ff 
had been reduced by comhining the plannine and documentation and training 
sections into one group. The JP-vel of effort for this combined group had 
declined considerably and it was more efficient to combine th~se sections 
into one . A considerable amount of activity still continued in the logistics 
section which pro,Tided transportation and spare parts support on t.h.. progrrun. 
In the reliability staff, the subcontract act.i_vity had ceased a!'ld the section 
had been eliminated. During the course of the program it was found that on 
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a large program, it was more efficient and that the Program ¥Anager 
could better fulfill hie reFp0nsibility of assurin~ that the co~pa~ ' s 
contractual requirer'lents to the customer are met by having a contract 
ad.ministr~tion group report~_ng directly to him. This facilitat~f'l 
integrating the contract administr;:.tion activity 'tri.th that of the oth~r 
functional staff groupe and sections with Which there is an overlap 
and interweaving of the activity and elements of the program among 
these organizational groups. 
Functions of the Oreanizational Components of the Program Office 
The Program l1anager is responsible for assuring that the 
company' s contract,Jal obligations to the customer are met. To acco!':lplish 
this broad responsibility he performs the following specific functions: 
1. Plan, organize, control, direct and coordinate the activities of 
the Program Office personnel to the end that the functions of the 
office are carried out efficiently. 
2. Determine and define the functions and duties of those reporting 
directly to him and delegate the authority and responsibility re-
quired to perform adequately theee functions . 
3. Define the prograM in e clear and concise manner so that it is 
thoroughly understood. 
4. Divide the program into assignable p~rts . 
5. Assign and/or subcontr~ct these parts ·of the program to company 
and vendor operating organizations. 
~. Coordinate on a continuous ba~is the various parts of the program. 
7. Establish relative prio~ities for the various parts of the program 
and revise these priorities as conditions require. 
B. Make management decisions internal to the program l.Jhich cannot 
logically or effectively be Made by the operating organizations 
participnting in the program. 
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9. Monitor, on a continuous basis , performance in each part of the program. 
10. Maintain constant awAreness of program status with particular emphasis 
on the financial aspects . 
11. Maintain awareness of schedule or quality deficiencies in all parts 
of the program and bring th~se deficiencies to the attention of 
the management responsihle . 
1? . Report continued deficiency to hiP,h or~anization levels . 
13. Recommend solutions and assure th~t t~ey are adopted and put into effect . 
14. Officially represent tl'l~ comp~.ny to the customer and, therefore, 
become the chief nep,ot iator in contract meetings , sped fica.tions 
meetinzs , etc., with the customer. 
15. Maintain a comprehensive view of the program, searching for and 
recognizing opportunities for program expansion, and reporting such 
opportunities for promotional action. 
Note : The incumbent will , in all cases, make full use of the existing 
functional organization both at his location and in the division , 
and work with and through that orP"anization. In carrying out these 
duties, however, he will directly supervise a Program Office of a 
size and composition necessary to the attaiment of proper records 
and proper judg'lent in the mamging of the program. 
Over a period of three years durin~ which the deliverable equip-
!'lent was designed and l)uilt , the ore:~.nization eradually evolved to that 
shown in Figure h. Based on this or r.,nization structure , the following 
r-
staff departments reported to the Progr~m ~Ansgers 
(a ) Systems Engineering Staff 
(b) Projects Staff 
(c) Reliability J> ssurance Staff 
(d) Administrative Staff 
The broad functions of these staff departments ares 
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1. To maintain contact with the corresponding functional and or~aniza­
tional components of the customer to maintain a constant awareness 
of the requirements of the customer in their ar~a of responsibility. 
2. To establish mutually satisfactory interpretation of the customer's 
requirements in th~ir ar~a of responsibility. 
3. To impose the requirements of the customer on the respective line 
operations performing the work, assure proper underst~nding of the 
requirement by the line operation and resolve any problem areas 
which arise to the satisfaction of the customer. 
4. To monitor performance and progress of the respective linP o~rations 
in their area of responsibility and resolve problems in their area 
of responsibility. If resolution cannot be accomplis~ed, appraise 
the Program Manager of the situation. 
5. To inform the Program Menager of the status and progress in th~ir 
areas of responsibility as well as keepiP-g him informed of major 
problem areas and attempted solntions . 
In harmony with the broad functions of the staff departments defined 
in the above paragraph, the functions of the managers in charge of 
these departments are further detailed: 
1. Systems F..ngineering Staff 11anagers 
(a ) Directing and reviewing the performance of the sections 
within his department. 
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(b) Establishing and monitoring the technical perfomance require-
~ents for each major piece of equipment. This includes respon-
sibility for systems mathematics , the system block diagram, equip-
ment specifications , and for evaluating the effects of any 
changes or modifications on ~rstems performance. 
Note f On this program the technical Jl'J.anatT~r was also the systems 
engineering staff manaper. 
2. Projects Staff NanAper: · 
(a ) Directing and reviewing the performance of th'! s~<'tions 
within his department. 
(b) ¥Bintaining liaison ~Qth the prime contractor, ~nd as authorized, 
with the prime contractor ' s other sub<'ontractors, in cooperation 
with the Contract Jl_dministrator to insure that the technical 
provisions of the contract properly interpret the company ' s 
responsibility. 
(c) Making appropriete sucgestions , interpretations, :;:1nd recommen-
dations to the program m~nager in all matters related to the 
design, nevelopment, manufacturing and field engineering aspects 
of the program effort. 
(d) Maintaining liaison with major subcontractors under the cognizance 
of the Program Office in cooperation with the subcontract admin-
istrator to insure that the technic3l provisions of the subcontract 
properly interpret the company ' s responsibility. 
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3 • Reliability .A s~urance Staff 'Nanager: 
(a) Directing and reviewing the performance of the sections 
within his department. 
(1:-) Establishing reliability objP-ctives and I'lOnitoY'ine; reliability 
perfo~ance require~ents of the program. This includes respon-
sihility fo!' analysis and interpr~tation of the pri.I'T!e contractor ' s 
reliabilit~r specifications and quality control r,quirements , de -
lineation of reliabilit~r and qua~i.ty control requirements, to the 
manufacturing and eneineering lj.ne organizations , and the Pstab-
lishi'lent and maintenance of tl ~ystem of surveillance for roni -
toring reliability and quality control accomplishments. 
(c ) Evaluating orieinal system reliability es'timates, rfl!-evaluatine 
tru~se estirn"'tl!"s for d~ter:rd. ning equipJllent operational reliability 
attainments based on an11lyses of operational data . 
(d) Maintaining liaison with the prime contractor and vendors on th~ 
program to inFure tr.;lt, under the reliability provisions of the 
prirle contract, the coMpany ' s responsibility and the vendors 
responsibility are properly interpreted. 
4. Administrative Staff Manager: 
(~) Directing and reviewing the performance of the sections 
within his department. 
(b) ~::>king appropriate su~p:estio11s, interpretations, and re~orrnnen­
dations to the proeram "'nnager on all admin5strative a~pects of 
the prograM effort . 
(c) MP.intain:i.ng liaison with the prime contractor in cooperation vr.i.th 
the contract administrator to :i.nsure that the provisions of t.he 
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contract properly interpr~t th~ conpany's responsibility. 
(d) !Jf.aintaining liaison vrl.th major subcontractors in cooperation 
with the subcontract administrator to insure that the 
provisions of all subcontracts properly interpret the company ' s 
responsibilities. 
Function statements for the supervisors of the sections 
reporting to the department heads noted above are described in 
Append.i..l: A. 
History of Program 
Introduction 
Chapt,.r 3 
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About two and one-half years before the Air Force placed the 
co~tract with the prime contractor for the est~blishment of an e1~ctronic 
lT'issile detection systeM, the .Air Force funded thrP.f' companies to perforM 
a six-month system design st11dy on t he +echrdque and feasibiljty of 
det~cting missile la,mchin~s and attaclre against the United States . For 
a period of tuenty to twenty-four nonths subsequent to these studies, 
act·ivity in this area of interest continued at R reduced pace. Then a 
Request for Proposal was issued for iwplementing a missile detection 
system on an accelerated schedule basis . Shortly after the proposals 
were submitted, the .Air Force a~varded the contract to the pri.me contractor. 
Essentially the Air Force rrocurement of this defense support 
system was placed in the context of the " system prime and associated 
prime contractors method..nl3 An associated prime contractor was selected 
for the rear~mrd communications net,..rorl( which linked the detection bases 
to the headquarters display center in the United States . Except for one 
associate prime contractor, the sys~m priMe contractor had the responsi-
bility for the overall systems management , system engineer:ing l'nd desiGJl 
as well as the assembly and test of the entire- operational detection 
system. He 1-ms also responsible for j ntegrating the col'TlJTlunications net,..rork 
of the associate priPle contractor into the overall system. 
l3J . Sterlin~ Livingston, 'Y'ea}:'On S~stem Contracting,_ (Harvard Business 
Review, July - August 19 9 ) P• 88 
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This was a true weapon system procurement in that the prjme 
was responsible for system design and development, production, field 
installation and test, as well as providing the 8upport services of 
logistics (packing, transportation, spare parts, supplies), handbooks, 
and training of operator personnel. The contract het\olreen the prime and 
m~jor subcontrE~cto:rs required the second tier subcontrartors (See Figure 5) 
to design, develop, produce, conduct field inst~ llation and test of the 
equipnent (which comprised their subsystem pack~ges) "lnd to support their 
subsystem by providing logistics (spares, transportation, p~cking, ~tc. ), 
~nr.dbooks and training of the prime's operator personnel who operRte and 
maint~in the equipment at the sites until the Air Force mans the sites. 
The prj~e contr~ctor subcontracted significant portions of the 
~stems program to thr~e major subcontractors. Fi~ure 5 depicts the 
prime contractor and subcontractor relationships on thP overall progr~m. 
This study is based on the operations of m2jor subcontractor 
No. 1 who had res:ponsihility for design, development and production of a 
sicnificant portion of the overall system - t~e dat~ handling subsystem, 
the ~ornputer subsystem and the program whi ch exercised the data hand.lj ng 
and computer subsystems under inputs simulating actual operational con-
ditions under ene~J ~ttack. (This progr~rn is a signific~nt technological 
innovation in the progr~mming field. ) 
Program Task Requirements 
A r:ore detailed description of the rr.ajor tasks which the sub-
contra<'tor was responsible for is presented at t h .. i s point to create an 
understand.i..ng of the scope of the effort and siz~ of the tasks imrolved. 
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'!he subcontr~ctor was required to furnish to the prime contra<-tor a data 
processing subsystem. The three major portions of the data processing 
subsystem consisted of: 
A. A data handling or data reduction subsystem which J:erformed the 
functions of detection and estimation by accepting raw data from the 
radar, measuring the range, azimuth, wmplitude, etc . of the data, 
take sets of successive readings of this data and combine it into an 
average report, convert the radar data as processed from analog to 
digital form and present the data. to the computer subsystem for anal-
ysis and evaluation. The data handling subsystem was comprised of six 
different flmctional types of electronic equipments in varying qu~ntities 
such that the total subsystem contained fifteen (15) to twenty (20) 
of these large pieces of electronic equipment per complement. The 
latest state of the art ~lectronic compon~nts in existence were utilized 
in the desj_gn. Heavy utilization of transistors l-Ias made to achieve 
high reliability in operation • The subsystem processes the data at 
a high rate of speed to assure compatibility in information flow and 
timing with the second major portion of the subsystem - the computer , 
This data reduction complex was a new design, manufactured by the 
company to military specifications to meet military operational require-
ments of emriromnent, ruggedization, and high reliability. The sub ... 
contractor designed, built and tested this complex within his plant. 
B. The second major portion of the data processing subsystem, the com-
puter equipment, consisted of high- speed transistorized digital com-
puters, auxiliary on-line and off- line equipment to support the computers 
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lilnd special equipnent which l-IaS desiened and developed specifically 
for this program. The computer complex receives the data from the 
data reduction complex and (a) selects and consolidates dRta belonging 
to the same objects, (b) determines whether the object poses a threat, 
(c) computes the trajectory of the object and predicts ti~e and place 
of impact, (d) compares the results with satellite files to discriminate 
betw~en missiles and satellites and (e) presents the results to display 
centers for status monitoring. The subcontractor purchased commercial 
computers and the auxiliary equipment from a major vendor in the 
computer business. The subcontractor established the specifications 
and requirements for the special equipment, jointly design~d the 
equipment with the vendor and purchased the ~ajority of the special 
equipment from the vendor. 
C. The subcontractor created operational programs which established 
the sequence of operations and flow of information through the data 
processing ~mbsystem. The proerams control the operations per-
formed by the equipment on the data presented. The program simulates 
the mode of operation of the equipment under specific environment 
and target conditions . The programs are used to test the design 
performance compatibility of the equipment to the specification re-
requireM.ents, to conduct prevl"'ntive mainte~ce tests on the equipment 
in the field and to control the operations of the equip~ent in field 
use . The programming effort for the data processing subsystem was 
performed by the subcontractor and is a significant technoloeical 
innovation in the progranrning field. 
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The subcontractor was also required to provide the following 
supporting effort on this program: 
1. Conduct in-plant tests inte~ating the programmine, the computer 
complex and the data handling complex of equipment to meet the 
specification requirements for the overall data processing subsystem. 
2. Provide all support activities to back-up the implementation and 
operation of the data~processing subsystem in the field. These 
support activities consisted of : 
a ) Tra_in subcontr actor and prime contractor personnel in the 
operation and maintenance of this equipment in the field. 
b) Pr ovide handbooks describing the operation and mainten:mce 
of the data-processing subsystem. 
c) Install and perform accep~nce tests of t.his equipment in the 
field to satisfy the prime contractor that specifications 
requirements have been met. 
d ) Provide logistics support for this equipment in the fi~ld . 
( spare parts, transportation, standard tools and test equipment, 
special tools and test equipment , etc . ) 
e) Implement reliability and quality control procedur~s to assure 
reliable operation in the field. Monitor equipment m!'!intenance 
to assure that the reliability goal is being met. 
Phases of the Program 
Prior to receipt of a contract from the prime contractor, the 
subcontractor was involved in two pre-program activities which related 
specifically to this program. The first was participation in a system 
design study for the Air Force on the feasibility and technique for the 
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detection and warning of a missile attack. This study was perfonned by 
three companies about two and one .. half years prior to award of the 
contract. Each com~ny submitted a separate report to the Air Force. 
'lhe second was the proposal activity which preceeded the contract 
award. This proposal was prepared in a very short period of time in 
response to a request for quote 'ihich required a quick reaction. The 
relative relationship of these two activities is depicted in Figure 7 
which also portrays the time of the program phases. 
Briefly, the major phases of a complex program which has as 
its end product a system can be graphically portrayed as shown in 
Figure 6z 
DevelopTe nt and Design 
L-~-------+-------. Manufacturing 
L-----------.---~--. Unit, Subsystem and System Test 
L-----T--.L.--, Packing and Shipping 
Generic Phases of a Major Program 
Figure 6 
Field Installation and 
Test 
Time Span of Phases 
Figure 1 portrays the timing of the major phases of conceptually 
and physically creating the data-processing subsystem which was the ob-
jective of this program. Showrr are the major groupings of effort 
related to: 
(a) Systems Engineering 
(b) Engineering, manufacturing and making field ready - two 
complements of equipment for: 
Subsystem A (data handling subsystem) 
Subsystem B (computer subsystem) 
as well as creating an operational program for each 
complex of equipment. 
Examining Figure 7 (Program History) discloses the actual cycle 
times for the various phases of a major program. In summary, these cycle 
times consisted of: 
1. Basic Systems Engineering 
2. Subsystem A (Data Reduction} 
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During the course of the program, su~nary type charts using a 
format similar to that of Figure 7 were used at the manageMent review 
meetines to indicate status of overall program performPnce. Although 
charts of this type are very broad in natur~ , hip,her levels of management 
are primarily interested in ~eing appraised of program status and perfor-
mance in a summary fashion. In discussion of problem areas encountered, 
l'lanageMent continually related the schedule delaying impact of problem 
areas to these overall summ~ry schedul~ charts to graphically portray 
the effect of major problems on the progress of the overall proeram. 
These chPrts brought management attention to the major areas of concern 
such that corrective action would be initiated nt the prorer time in the 
related area of responsibility. 
Significant Program Events 
As in every activity which progresses over a fairly long 
time span, a myriad of influence or forces are constantly at work 
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which cause changes to take place in the environment which they affect. An 
example of a few of theses changes in the state-of-the-art, tiphtening 
of national limitations on budp.ets for the military, the swell and ebb 
of the Communist threat in the field of misselry, etc. all made their 
effect known on this program at one time or amther. Some of the major 
program changes which influenced the duration and tempo of activity on 
this program are graphically portrayed in Figure 8. The most profound 
impact on the program occurred in the eighth month after contract award. 
It was at this time that it became apparent that the state-of-the-art in 
computer technology had reached the point where it was feasible to incor-
porate a transistorized rather than tube type computer in the system. Al-
through the impact of the decision to shift to a solid state (transistorized) 
computer, schedulewise, was to extend field readiness of the system nine 
months and one year respectively for the first and second complements of 
equipment, the profound henefits of increased speed of computer operation 
in the system, expansion of capability within the system as well as great 
improvement in overall system reliability and cost of reliability were 
signficant enough to the user service to warrant making the change. In 
the twelfth month after receipt of contract award, pressure of budget 
limitations on the user service resulted in a twenty percent reduction 
in the number of piece& of electronic gear in the data handling subsystem 
for each complement of equipment. This had the impact of reducing contract 
funding from the prime. 
SIGNIFICANT PROGRAM EVENTS 
MONTHS AFTER AWARD OF CONTRACT 
TASK 1 1213 4 1516 718 19 10111 p 2 13114115 16117118 19120121 22123124 25I26T v 28129130 31132133 34135136 37138139 
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ENGINEERING DESIGN CONCEPT CHANGES ON 
'i1 'i1 MAJOR EQUIPMENT ITEMS IN SUBSYSTEM A 
SPARES PROVISIONING PHILOSOPHY SHIFTED v FRUM UNIT TO SYSTEM BASIS 
MAJOR PROGRAMMING CHANGES INVO!<..ED v v 
BY PRIME CONTRACTOR 
MANUFACTURING HOLD ON KEY CABINET v l-Y IN SUBSYSTEM A 
CONTRACT DEFINITIZED WITH PRIME CONTRACTOR v 
FIELD SCHEDlJLE SHORTENED FOR 2ND v COMPLEMENT OF EQU IPMENT 
I 
FIGURE 8 ~ 
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At about the same time the t the reduction in quantity of 
Subsystem A occurred, the engineering design concept was changed on 
thrf'!e functional types of eqUi!l'Jlent in Subs~rstem A. The key cabinet j_n 
this subsystem, the data reduction cabinet was revised from processing 
data in a purely dieital form to using analog techniques . Two other 
cabinets in this subsystem associated with maintenance of the subsystem 
-,rere modified to be compBtible with the changes in the data reduction 
cabinet and to reflect the reduction in quantity of the subsystem 
complements. 
Major programming changes were invoked by the prime contractor 
to reflect changes made in interface equipnent built by the prime and 
"mich mated with eqmpment built by this subcontractor. These changes 
had a pronounced effect on the schedule and costs of this program. 
About twenty-one months after contract award a manufacturing 
hold w~s placed on the key cabinet in Subsystem A (data reduct1.on 
cabinet) to permit around-the-clock maximum effort tests to be conducted on 
the first production model of this cabinet. Because significant changes 
were made after testing the prototype unit a few months earlier, it was 
felt advis~hle to intensify the shakedown tests o~ the first unit to 
prove out the drawing changes. Manufacturing effort was shifted to 
production of the other five functional types of equipment for one month 
until the debugging tests were completed. Then product.ion resumed on 
this cabinet . It should be noted that about this time (See Fi~ure 13) 
the m~power applied by manufacturing peaked and then heean to decline. 
Shortly after two years from the time of receipt of a letter 
contract from the prime contractor, the contract was definitized firming 
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the lev~l and scope of specification requirements and the financial value 
of the contract. This fonnalized the contract requirements of task responsi-
bili ties, the costs associated Hi th these tasks and the haais for fee which 
the subcontractor earned. 
Perfo~~nce Versus Program Eequirenents 
EverJ organization or activity needs standards against which the 
work performance can be measured. "In a major subcontract activity, the 
prime contractor is concerned that the suhcontractor maintain adequate 
control over the elements of production. These ele~ents are cost, quality, 
and quantity.nl4 The standards of performance which the Program Office 
used wre: (a) the technical specifications which defined the quality 
of the subsystem, (b) the contract and procurement documents which defined 
the quantity or delivery requirements and (c) the cost requirements. This 
section is devoted to an anal~sis of the schedule and cost elements by 
exarnir~ng schedule performance for delivery requirements and manpower 
and budget performance for cost requirements. 
Schedule Performance 
At the outset of the program, the original schedule established 
for the data processing subsystem called for donestic completion of the 
program on a tight time sc~le. The hardware portions of the first comple-
:nent of equipment for Subs~rstem A and Subsystem B were to be domestically 
completed within nineteen months after contract award. (See Figure 9). 
The second complement for each subsystem was to be domestically completed 
within twenty-one months after contract award. The programming for both 
14Neil E. Harlan Manaaernent Control in J.irfrarne 
Plil!lpton Press., 956J p. 2 
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complements was scheduled for completion seventeen (17) months after 
contract «n-Tard. Field installation and test for the first compl~ment of 
equipment was to b.., completed within twenty- two (2?) months 3nd for the 
second complement of equipment within twenty-eiqht (2R) months ~fter contract 
awe rd. 
There were a number of ev~nts or factors which had a sienificant 
impact on this program. The most important of these were discussed in 
the proceeding section "Significant Program Events" and are graphically 
portrayed on F'igure 8. These events caused major changes either to 
the schedule , task requir~ments, budgets and manpower or to a comhin~tion 
of these in varying degrees d~pending on th~ event involved. The most 
sienificant of these events was the shift to the solid state computer 
in the eip,hth month of the program. This came about from a state-of- the-
art advance in solid state comput•rs which the user service (Aj_r Force) 
decided to incorporate into tne system. The sch•dule effect of this 
event was to Pxt•nd the field readiness of the data processL~g subsystem 
by nine months and one year beyond the orig5nal schedule for th~ first 
and second complements of equipment respectively. 
The revised schedule to which the program was operating as of 
the 21st ~onth after award of the contract is shown in Figure 10. The 
revisions reflect the imFPct of all the sigdfica.nt program events . 
Superimposed on this schedule, for t'Omparison purposes, is the actual 
schedule performance on the pr0gram (as depicted on Fieure 7, Frogram 
History) ,. 
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Ex~~inatinn of the schedule versus actual ~rformance on 
Figure 10 it is seen thatt 
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a) For the data handling subsystem (Subsys~em A) for hoth the first 
and second complements of equipment! although sl:i.ppRges occurred in 
the int~rroediate phases of engineering design, procurement and 
fabrication and assembly, the domestic completion and field readiness 
of this compl~x of equipment was accomplished on scP~dule . While the 
engineering completion of design ren five and one-half (.5~) months 
beyond schedule , the manufacturing and test phases were compressed 
such that a sizabl., expenditure of manpower Y>>as required to con1plete 
on schedule. To meet end date schedules, domestic testing was 
accomplished on an arotmd- the-clock basi~ during th~ last montho 
of testing. 
b) For the computer subsystem (Subsystem B), the computer was 'hu:i.lt at 
the vendor ' s plant and delivered to the subcontractor. The test pha~es 
were accomi;lished with a sizablf'l engineering test !'l'anpower level. The 
majority of the test phase was accomplished on a three- shift b~cis . 
This subsystem wa:J dornesticall~ ... completed and Made fieJcl ready on 
schedule . 
C') 'Ihe programming SC'h~dule was gre::ttly affl'"cted by engineeri.nc chane""s 
j_mposed by the prime contract.or. As the programmir..g controlled the 
sequence of oper?tions and flow and format of output from the data 
processing subsystem, cha'13es in the contractor 1 s equipment which mated 
w:i. th the data processing equipment significantl~, affected the scope 
of the programming task. Actual schedule perforr1ance was completion 
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of domestic testing of the program two months late and field 
readiness of the program three and one-half months late for the 
first complement of equipment. Planning was incomplete for the 
programming for the second complement of equipment at the time the 
revised schedule was made. The programming effort was shortened 
timewise on the second complement of equipment due to better defi-
nition of the programming tasks and relatively few changes in re-
quirements by the prime contractor. The domestic completion and 
field readiness of the programming for the second complement of 
equipment was accomplished ahead of schedule. 
Manpower and Budget Performance 
A series of graphs are presented to examine the manpower 
applied to achieve the contractual requirements of the program, (See 
Figures 11 through 14). The man~onths scale factor for the cumulative 
charts (top charts of Figures 11 through 14) is logarithmic and is 
consistent for all the cumulative graphs to pemi.t comparison between 
the cumulative charts. The man-months scale factor for the monthly 
rate charta is linear and is consistent for all the monthly rate 
graphs to permit comparison between the monthly rate charts. The "oripinal 
estimate" is an estimate made nine months after contract award and 
reflects the effect of the shift to the solid state computer. Two re-
estimates are shown, the first about twenty-four (24) months after 
contract award. The extension of this estimate to the end date is 
not shown to prevent confusion of too many lines on one 
chart. The second re-estimate, made twenty-eight (28) months 
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after contract award is extended to the end date of this study. Both 
re-estimates are reflected in the cunulative charts. 
The Overall Program ~~power Summary (Cumulative top Figure 11) 
shows that the original ~stimate was exceeded by about 24±%. The second 
re-estimate also was lower than actual experience and was exceeded by 0.)%. 
To emphasize the magnit,trle of the overall progr:1n, over 1,200 man-years 
of ~ffort were e~nded as of the end d~t~ of this study. The lower chart 
in Figure 11 shows that the actu2l manpower for the overall progre~m peaked 
about 1~ months later thnn originally estilTlated. It was at about this 
time that the engineering and manufacturing efforts were at their peak. 
A detailed analysis of this manpower by functional ~rea shows that, of 
the 1,200 man years expended, the distribution was 2s follows: 
Engineering 
Manufacturing 
ProgrPm Administration (Program Management) 
This breakdown emphasiz~st (.fl) the high engine~ring content of 
this program; (b) the fact that a.dvance state-of-the-art electronic com-
ponents were utilized which required heavy engineering design, test and 
support effort; and (c) a relatively small production lot of eouipment. 
Th~ manufacturing production run was fairly short - sixt.een months (See 
Figure 7, Subsystem A, Fabrication and Assembly) making Ulis a predominantly 
developr.ent type program with a "job-shop11 , hand-huilt, pr~cision nature 
to the manufacturing effort. 
The Pro gram Eneineering Manpovrer Summary (Figure 1:? ) reflects 
the high level of engineering on the program. (Note scale factor between 
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emulative graph& on Figures 11 and 12 ). The original engineering 
manpower estimate was exceeded b.Y 18 percent in actual experience. The 
second re-estimate waa exceeded by 4.5 per cent. Engineering manpower 
actual1 and estimate& exerted the heaviest influenee on the overall 
program manpower. 
The l ower chart in Figure 12 indicate~; that the engineering 
manpower peak on the program occurred one year later than originall y 
estimated. The drop-off of actual manp:lwer effort was Jlot as rapid 
as originally eati.mated or re-estimated. ~iJleering effort was still 
provid:in« drawing5 1 handbook& and other support to the program at the 
tiroe ot this study. The engineerin& effort includes the pro g:ramrni.ag 
tasks associated with the equipmeRt. 
The Program Manufacturing MaJapower SUiliJllU"Y (Fi~e 1.3) reflect• 
the effort required to build the equipment for both complements of 
Subsy11tem A.. Note the scale factor on the cumulative chart aa compared 
to Figure 11. Exmninatio• or the cumulative chart shows that the actual 
effort expeaded exe~eded the orit;inal estimate by 107 per cent and the 
re-estimate by 0.6 percent. The manufacturing level ot effort wa• 
ori ginally greatly under-estimated on this program. Because manufacturing 
effort compriaed le11s than twenty-percent of the total program, it& impact, 
althoug)l felt, was not as great as that of engineeri~. The l ower chart 
on Figure 1.3 allows that the tim:ilag of the manufacturing effort was 
properly eatimated, but not the magJd t\lde. The actual JUJlufacturag effort 
peaked approximately at the same time aa the estimated peak. The secoad 
re-estimate closely aAticipated the drop-off ill manufacturing effort. The 
effort expeAded beyond the time completion of the equipment (See Figure 71 
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Subsystea A, aecond complement, Fabrication and As&embly} waa tor 
completio• of spare parta support. 
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The administrative effort required to manat;e the program (Pro~aa 
Office} is depictea O:ll Figure lh. '!he cumulative chart (aote the low 
acale factor compared to Figure 11) shows that the actual mu.power expended 
waa 13.5 percent below the original estimate. The lower charts show that 
the manpower build-up lagged. the estimate by tllree mollths in reachi~ the 
peak level and was at all time& less tha:ll that estimated. 
'lhe percent distributioll or mqpower by funotioa (based on the 
monthly rate) at taree mol'lta intervala throughout the program is show 
on Figure 15. At the time the program e!tort waa at its peak (Figure 111 
22nd mo•tll)., the manpower was distributed as follows: 
61.4% En~eeriJlg 
33.5% Maaufacturiag 
5.1% Administratioa 
As mentionecl earlier 1 at the end of thi& study, based OJt the eumulatiTe 
manpower data, the di&tribution of manpower effort was as follows: 
72.3% Engineeriac 
18.8% Maaufacturing 
8.9% Administration 
As this was a high engineering content program w1 th a limited 
time element for production, overtime was used on the program to achieve 
maximum effort and minimize the time schedule. This effort is not included 
in the manpower charts in Figures ll through 14. Figure i6 shows the 
overtime utilization on the program as a ratio of the straight time 
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expenditures. The average overt:ilne utilization for the period of time 
studied was 11.2%. The highest utilization in any one month was 21.5% 
(16th month). The heaviest consistent utilization of overtime was from 
the 15th to the 25th months. It was during this time that the overall 
pro gram manpower was building up to its peak and beginning to decline. 
(See Figure 11, lower chart). Utilization of overtime was closely 
monitored by the subcontractor's manapement as well as prime 
contractor and Air Fbrce management. 
This multi-million dollar program was based on a cost-plus-
fixed fee type of contract. Examination of the factory level costs 
of the program shows the following percent breakdown of the elements of 
cost and estimated budget (based on the original estimate reflected 
in Figures 11 through 14) as compared to the actual cbllar expenditures 
at the time of this studys 
Elements of Cost ~i~inal Estimate Actual 
Direct Labor 19% 18% * 
Overhead 22% 2.3% 
Subcontracts & Consultants 
15% 15% 
'59% ' 59% 44%/ 44%" 
Materials 
100% 100% 
*Comparing the percent results of actual versus estimate in the table 
above with cumulative manpower graph of Figure 11, the results appear 
contradictory. (Figure 11 - actual overall program manpower estimate 
was 24~ greater than the original estimate). The table above indicates 
that actual direct labor was one percent below the estimate on a cost 
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basis. '!be reason tor this apparent discrepancy is the tact that the 
estimate was based on a specific mix of labor classifications at a pro-
jected averap salar;y rate !or each labor classification. In actual 
practice, the program work was performed by a labor classification mix 
which utilized lower classification categpries than anticipated due to diffi-
culty in obtaining adequate nmnbers of the desired. talent levels. The 
second factor causin~ this apparent discrepancy was the fact that the use 
of lower classifications of manpower resulted in experiencing lower actual 
hourly rates of pay than was orieinally estimated. The combination of these 
two factors caused the apparent contradiction noted above. 
The overhead experienced on the program was greater than 
originally estimated by one percent. Had the actual labor mix on the 
program been experienced as estimated and had the actual hourly wage 
rates been experienced as estimated, the overhead proportion of the total 
costs would have been higher which would have increased the variance 
even more than was experienced. 
The subcontracts and consultants portion includes the cost 
o! purchasing the computers from the computer vendor. This was a sizable 
cost element and represents 27 percent of the actual total program factory 
level costs. 
Among the complaints or criticisms voiced by small businesses 
regarding weapon system contracting is that the prime and the major 
subcontractors tend to do the majority of the business within their operation. 
Figure 17 indicates that based on d>llar value of orders for materials, gpods, 
etc. placed by this subcontractor, small businesses receive 4.5 percent of the 
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doll.&r value of total orders placei. ( 'lbia excludes the value of the 
computer purchase for this program.) 
Secorul Tier Subcontractor #1 
Major Subcontractors l 
Third Tier Lar~e Business 
Vendors 
Vendors 
Percent of Total Number 
ot Vendor Companies 20,C 
Percent of Total Number 
ot Orders Placet 33% 
Percent of Total Dollar 
Value of Orders Placed 55% 
Extent of Large and Small Business 
Participation in Support of this Subcontractor 
Figure 17 
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Chapter 4 
Techniques Used to Manage the Program 
Introduction 
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As mentioned earlier in Chapter 2, the Program Office was 
identified as a staff group responsible to the general manager of the 
operation for perfonnance on this program. "The staff consists of a 
group of men who have the strength, knowledge and time which the general 
manager may lack. They supplement, reinforce and are an extension of the 
manager's personality. There are no levels of authority in the staff and 
they take orders from the general manager.•15 'lbe Program Office contained 
a number of specialized staff people or groups. "'lbe specialized staff 
gathers and presents infonnation in their field of activity, which the 
executive needs for decision making. They usually give advice on the 
interpretation and use of this information and provide services which 
can be performed more readily in a centralized unit. "16 They lend 
specialized assistance to the line and to the general manager and pro-
vide a more objective viewpoint than operating management does. 
"Staff organizations exist to advise, serve and assist both 
the general manager and the line management in the perfonnance of the 
lines managerial functions. 'l'herefore 1 the basic classification of 
staff functions must rest on the classification of organic managerial 
15Fayol, Henri, General and Industrial Management, (London, Pitman 
Press, 19~7 reprint) P• 6.3 
16Samuel L. H. Burk, Some Principles of Organization (Paper presented 
to Acade~ of Management, Waahington, D. C. Dec. 30, 1953) p. 15 
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functions. These i'unctiorus are creative planning, organizing and con-
trolling activities of an organization in the accomplishment of a common 
objective."l7 Fayol identifies managerial functions asa •planning, 
organizing, command, coordination and control. ttl8 The emphasis that en 
organization places on these functions depend on a number of considera-
tions. Among these ares (a} the nature of the enterprise; (b) the nature 
of the ~rk performed; (c) the scope of the activity involved; (d) the type and 
level of organization involvedJ (e) the type of product produced. 
In a high research content activity or organization, greater 
emphasis will be on planning, organizing, implementing and directing in 
a broad sense. Measurement and control is difficult because the norms 
ot measurement are elusive and are not readily definable. 'Itle profres-
sional level. of the manpower addressed to the problem and the broad 
definition ot the tasks make control applied in a broader sense and in 
a less rigid fashion. 
On the other end of the spectrum where management is on a line 
level tor. a mass production, high volume product 1 emphasis is on the 
directing, meas~ement and control functions. The detail planning, 
organizing and implementing aspecte have been well defined and refined 
through a period of experience. The production rates, quality standards, 
elements of cost are well established and the line supervisor has a well 
defined boey of measurements at his disposal to monitor work progress in 
his area. The line supervisor devotes the majority of his time and effort 
in directing the work activity, measuring output against a set of well 
established noms and applying corrective measures to control the activity 
17
nav1s, op. cit., P• 797 
18Fayol1 op. cit., P• 5, 6 
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under his direction. Similarly emphasis on managerial functions varies 
w1 th the level w1 thin the organization and the nature ot the managerial 
activity (staff or line). 
The products of this program were two integrated subsystems 
comprised of equipnent utilizing transistors and other electronic components 
whose operating characteristics and history ot experience in uae were 
relatively well-known and defined. The radar data handling subsyst.a 
was in the realm of advancing the state-of-the-art to some degree. 
Although basic engineering concepts were fairly well defined., some areas 
still required considerable engineering exploration and experimentation 
prior to finalizing the detail design of the data :handling subsystem and 
of the overall integrated data processing subsystem. The real time computer 
programming which simulated the actual operational conditions of the overall 
subsystem and special programs which were used for conducting preventive 
and diagnostic maintenance were definite advances in the state-of-the-art 
in the field of programming. 
Advanced 
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Electronic 
Components 
Radar Data 
Handling 
Subsystem X 
Mid-Point 
X 
I 
Well Established or 
Long Proven 
Boey ot Knowledge 
i ~ ------------------~--------------------~ Real Tillle 
Computer 
Pro graraming X 
~ 
I 
j 
Overall Rating for thia Data 
Processing Subsystem 
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'lhus, on an overall system basis, this program was addressed to 
creating an integrated complex of equipments which was in that portion of 
the epectrum associated with advancing the state-of-the-art. (Note 
Figure 18 on previous page). 
With these factors in mind, the management emphasis within the 
Program Office was on planning and oreanizing, implementing and broadly 
directing, and measurement and control. 'lbis chapter will discuss these 
functions as they were practiced by the subcontractor and in the relevant 
areas by the prime contractor. 
Figure 19 shows the flow of activities related to the management 
of a job. 1he managerial functions must deal with the human and material 
resources of the business in an orderly process to achieve the objectives 
set for the organization. This now chart attempts to present the relation-
ship of these activities to each other and to the purpose of attaining the 
end objectives. Planning is addressed to selecting and developing the best 
course of action to accomplish your objective. Organizing is the process 
of establishing the structure, procedure and resource requirements 
appropriate to the course of action selected. 1he Program Office used a 
planning section as a "Technical staff function to assist the organization 
in planning • .19 
1his group paid particular attention to the overall planning for 
the program to assure compatibility of plans with the prime contractor•s 
requirements. This does not mean that the other organizational sections 
within the Program Office did not plan the wrk for their activities and 
19navis1 op. cit., P• 797 
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and areas of responsibility. 'lbe operating procedure vas that those 
responsible for the task planned the tasks. The planning section 
gathered the plans and schedules for the various groups, integrated 
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them for compatibility with the objectives of the overall program, made 
summaries of the plans for management review and advised the operating 
groups of thoee areas which required replanning to make them compatible 
with the overall program requirements. '!he plans contained the following 
factorst a basic statement of task, a time-phased schedule for accomplish-
ment, an estimate of required manpower, a cost estimate and identity of 
any supporting factors, qualifications or assumptions. '!he plans and 
schedules established the standards against which performance was measured 
and towards which controls were directed. 
The implementation of work within the line organizations to 
achieve the basic objectivee of the program was by means of a "Task 
Authorization" (See Figure 19 ). '!'he Task Authorization defined what 
had to be accomplished and not ~it was to be accomplished. Once 
accepted by the line organizations, the Task Authorization contained the 
basic standards to which controls were directed. For t hose items and 
services purchased from outside the company, the corresponding require-
manta were contained in a purchasing document. 
The Task Authorization is a document which forms the basis of 
a contractual agreement between the Program Office and the line organ-
izations within the operation and between the Program Office and other 
operations within the compa~. The Task Authorization outlines in detail 
l) the ~ which must be performed in accomplishment of' a specific 
program task; 2) the funds or budget authorized for expenditure and the 
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project nU11'lbers applicable to the task; (3) the schedule governing 
accomplishment of the task. 
Task Authorizations are issued by the Program Office and are 
directed to the line organization(s) responsible for the accomplishment 
ot that task. Task Authorizations do not specify h2! a tAsk is to be 
accomplished; rather, their purpose is to indicate as clearly as possible 
~ is to be accomplished in terms of task description, schedule and 
authorized funds. 
Each Task Authorization should be self-explanatory to the 
extent that its general 111eaning is readily apparent. Sirmificant portions 
of the task, for example, should be described clearly rather than merely 
being indicated by reference to a subordinate document. 
The originator of the Task Authorization prepares this document 
in ditto form. The cover sheet contains a serial number for the document, 
date, description of the task which the task authorization covera is issued, 
issuer's name and function manager ultimately responsible for the work, 
as well as review sipnatures for the staff managers reporting to the 
program manager and the program manager•a signature for approval for 
issuance of the document. The body of the Task Authorization contains 
sections on: 
(1) a description of the subject of the task 
(2) a definition of the scope of the task assigned 
(3) identity of the operating line organization(s) performing the work and 
responsible to the functional manager identified on the cover sheet 
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(4) listing of applicable docllllente - general and specific. 'Ibis in-
cluded appropriate MIL specs and standards • appropriate contract 
specs and portiona thereof. 'lhese were structured in order of 
precedence. 
(S) a detail specification of task requirements. 'Ibis included detail 
definition of functions performed by the equipnent or product being 
purchased. definition or pertinent parameters, tolerances and limits 
which must be met in performance. A description of tests which must 
be performed and performance which must be met to establish acceptance 
.bY the Program Office was included in this section. 
(6) the funding allocation for the task1 applicable charge numbers and 
the manpower spread for performance of the task was included 1n 
this section. 
(7) firm schedule dates which must be met 
( 8) other notes or references as desired were included in the 
Task Authorizations. 
The line organization manager signed the Task Authorization to 
signify his acceptance of the job under the conditions specified. The 
Task Authorizatioi18 were oodified and revised by the originator if there 
were any significant changes in scope of work or requirements subsequent 
to initial issue. It has been the writer's experience that within a 
company the tendency for placing work in other operations or within the 
line organizations within an operation of the company is generally done 
in a loose poorly-defined manner subject to later disagreement as to the 
scope • intent and requirements (technical, budgetary • schedule, etc. ) 
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ot the taek agreement. The Task Authorization puts the placement of 
the work between various compau,y oper ations or within an operation on a 
business-like vendor/subcontractor basis where the work is well- defined, 
the requirements better understood and accepted by both parties. 
"Management by objectives provides a basis for management by 
self -control. Managers must be able to measure their performance and 
results against their goals. Measurements must be clear, s:imple, 
rational relevant and must direct attention and efforts where they should 
go. Measurements should be geared to control in the sense of ability to 
direct oneself to one's work -they should be the means f or se~f- control , 
not a tool of control trom above. • 20 •Control is the function ot constrain-
ing and regulating action to meet the requirements established in a plan 
for accomplishing an objective. Administrative control is concerned with 
constraining and regulating group action in the completion of administra-
tive projecta.•21 Measurement and control are shown in Figure 19 in the 
boms labelled, (a) Establish standarda of performance; (b) Establish 
control media; (c) Compare actual versus standards; and (d) Instit ute 
corrective action. The Program Office was subject to measurement and 
control by the prime contractor in the contractual, engineering and ad-
Jr.inistrative areas and likewise played a similar role with the line opera-
tions in the engineering and administrative areas to assure the program 
manager and the operation's manager that the requirements of the contract 
were being met. 
200rucker, op. cit., P• 131 
2loavis, op. cit.~ PP• 637, 800 
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Prime Contractor Controle 
The prime contractor implemented hie requirements on the sub-
contractor through the media of: (1) a basic contract, (2) specifications 
and (3 ) procurement documents. 
Contractual 
1'be basic contract contained the legal requirements which the 
subcontractor was required to meet. The specifications defined the 
technical requirements which the subcontractor' & portion of the pro gram 
was required to meet. These specifications defined the parameters and 
performance criteria which the equipment and services were required to 
meet as well as those military specifications and standards which the 
subcontractor was required to meet. The procurement document defined 
each major equipnent subsystems and services which the subcontractor was 
to furnish as well as the quantities and the contractual delivery dates. 
Revisions to the technical specifications were implemented by means of 
directives, which, when identified by the prime contractor as being 
invoked contractually supplemented the specifications. 
Eng!neerins 
Measurement and control were achieved by the prime contractor 
and the subcontractor by various l'Qeans. 7be prime contractor maintained 
control over engineering output of the subcontractor by use of (l) concept 
approvals, (2) design reviews, (3) acceptance test documents, and (4) 
monthly technical reports. 'lhe relationship of the first three controls 
to the subcontractor's activity is shown in Figure 20. 
1be Concept Approval consisted of a word statement of the problem, 
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possible solutions 1 recommended solution and a request for approval of 
design concept. Onee the prime approved the design concept, the subcon-
tractor could not change these concepts significantly without written 
approval of the prime. '!he prime granted concept approval in writing. 
The logical design detailed the concepts to a subsystem level 
and defined the functions etc. performed by the elements of the subsystem 
as well as the techniques of implementing the functions. The inter-
relationships and flow of infomation between all units of the subsystem 
are detailed. 
'!be Electrical and Mechanical Design Review includes drawings, 
sketches, block diagrams, schematic wiring diagrams, written descriptions 
and test data to permit understanding of the design under evaluation and 
to prove that design of components, units, etc. is compatible with the 
engineering concept, specificatiorus and performance requirements. 'lbe 
monthly technical reports described status and progress of engineering 
activities of the program. 
Administrative 
The administrative measures and controls media (See Figure 19) 
used by the prime contractor were1 (1) Narrative ~nthly Management 
Reports, (2) 1-bnthly Statue Review Meetings, (3) Monthly Financial Reports, 
(4) Quarterly Funding Reports, (5) Red Flag Reports, and {6) Overtime Requests. 
The Monthly Management Report contains a brief description of 
technical progress and statua from a management viewpoint 1 description of 
schedule progress and statua of the major tasks on the program, iden-
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tity of an.;y major outstanding problema between the prime and subcontractor 1 
areas where the sUbcontractor is awaiting action on outstanding requests, 
etc. sent to the prime, signii'icant accomplishments during the reporting 
period, swnrnary schedules and a manpower 8\Ullnary for the period. 
The Monthly Status Review Meeting was held at the subcontrac-
tor's plant and attended by representatives of the functional groups of 
the prime contractor. The meetings reviewed technical progress, status 
and problems, management review of schedule progress and problems, 
corrective action being taken to resolve technical and management problems 
and areas requiring resolution of differences between the prime and 
subcontractor. 
The Monthq Financial Report includes actual and cumulative 
expenditures 1 commitments, an estimate of the forecast commitments and 
expenditures on a quarterq basi6 for the following calendar year. A 
manpower schedule depicting the actual manpower (in man--monthe) per month 
expended by categories (established by the prlln8) plus an estimate of the 
manpower to complete the tasks. 
The Quarterly Funding Report wae an estimate of the funding 
requirements by quarter, for each calendar year of the contract duration. 
The requirements were genera ted for major taske of the subcontractor • s 
program. 
The Red Flag Re)X)rts were sent to the prime contractor to report 
incidents (ie. strikes, material shortages, fund shortages, a key schedule 
date missed or anticipation of a mies 1 or vendor delays) which had the 
potential of delaying the overall pro gram and required immediate 
management attention. 
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Overtime Requests were sent to the prime contractor two to four 
months prior to month ot the intended use ot the requested overtime. 
Justification ot the need tor the overtime by major task and functional 
group was req~. 'lbe long lead time required was due to the require-
ments of receiving prior Air Force approval tor any overtime used. 
~ternal ProgrUl Controls 
The Program Office utilized a similar set of measures and 
controla over the line operations. In the engineering area~ internal design 
reviews with the line operations were conducted sufficiently in advance of 
the reviews with the prime contractor to allow revisiona and corrections to 
be made to the data and documents used for the prime contractor's review. 
Administrative 
In the administrative area~ some ot the measurement and control 
media and techniques used were: (1) Monthly Internal Status Reviews, 
(2) !bn~ Detail Schedule Reviews and issuance of a schedule docwnent 
in advance of the Internal Review Meeting, (3) 1-bnthl.y Status Report• to 
the Program Manager, (4) Monthly Financial Report to the Program Manager, 
(5) a dry run of the presentations to be made at the prime contractor• a 
1-bnthq Statua Review Meeting and (6) submission to the Program Office 
of overtime requirements and detail justification by the line operations. 
These were critically reviewed and modified as necessary before submission 
to the prime contractor • 
The Program Office required the line operations to present all 
reports on progress and status using the schedules and budgets identified 
in their Task Authorization as the standard or frame of reference. '!bey 
not only reported progress in their respective task areas but also identi-
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fied problea areas which they wre encountering and the course ot action 
they were pursuing in overcoming their problema. Using these techniques, 
program management could readiq assess the gravit7 of the probl.em6 t.he 
impact the problem would have on the overall program and lent their 
experience and judgment to the adequacy of the corrective action imple-
mented. Instances periodically aroae lihere the line operations and the 
Program Office disagreed on the need for meeting customer schedules, 
specification requirements or budget limitations and when these were not 
re&Olved mut~, the operations manager stepped in to make a binding 
decision on both groups. 
Chapter 5 
Probl~ Encountered During the Program 
Contractual 
The most significant problem encountered on this program 
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from a contractual standpoint we the length of time taken to achieve 
a firm definitized contract. 'l'his is shown graphically in Figure 8, 
which indicates that it took twenty-four (24) months to attain a defin• 
itized contract atatua with the prime contractor. Invariably, in a 
program with a high engineering content, the scope of the work will 
progreseively become more definitive and Will generally increase over 
a period of time as long as this. The tendency is for the pr:i.Jile to 
consider much ot the work in the original scope of the contract, to the 
det.riment ot the fee position of the subcontractor. It was through 
scrupuloua attention to ck>cumentation of the original scope and those 
changes to the original scope and their effect on program costs that a 
satisfactory definitized contract price and the resultant fee was 
obtained on this CPFF type contract. 
The subcontractor suffers two significant disadvantages with 
respect to fee When a CPFF type contract is not definitized for such a 
long period of time. Until a contract is defini tized, the subcontractor 
is not reimbursed a:ay fee for the work which he has completed, he receives 
only cost reimbursement. Therefore, the fee money is not available for 
use by the company. The other disadvantage suffered is that when less 
tnan ru.u. fee :La paid to 'the company, the cottpal\V' is forced to provide 
~t\M.tiC)nU ca.:.ital from other sources to finance activities to which 
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these funds could have been applied1 and must pay an additional interest 
cost on such money. 
Due to the large size of the overall program and to st.rict 
attention to funding on the part of the Air Force and the prime contractor, 
funding was allocated on a two to three month basis throughout the program. 
This was a relatively short funding period when related to the approval 
cycles required both with the prime contractor and the Air Fbrce. It was 
the normal situation that on a larger number of funding requests to the 
pr1Jne, the subcontractor was required to send a Red Flag message to 
highlight the critical position on funds in which the subcontractor found 
himself. Suffice it to say that despite anxiety at these intervals the 
program did not suffer aey los21 of continuity at any time for lack of funds. 
ntis same type of situation existed w1 th respect to overtime 
approval. Overtime ;as allocated on a monthly basis after submission 
of requirements and justification for requirement• two to four months in 
advance of the actual period of utilization. The prime contractor 
received Ur Foree approval on overtime prior to allocation to the subcon-
tractor. The tight schedule, a continuing number of engineering change• 
and the broad scope of specification requirementa required utilization of 
overtime on this program. Often the subcontractor resorted to sending a 
Red Flag message to the prime contractor to obtain adequate overtime cover-
age for domestic and field activities. (See Figure 16 in Chapter 3) UM 
of overtime wa1 originally contemplated on thi21 pro gram and was a condition 
of the contract. 
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A number of times 1 changes to the requirements of the contract 
were made on the subcontractor• s activity without being made through 
the recognized contractual channels. The subcontractor in all instances 
did not act on these changes and in.fonned the prime that until contractual 
direction was received no action would be taken. This brought the action 
on the changes through the desired contractual channel. 
Continual changes were made to the contractual requirements by 
adding to and revising specificatiorus. These changes were generally 
invoked with no relaxation in the completion date for the systems. The 
resultant effect of increasing the scope of the work with no relaxation 
in delivery schedules resulted in creating a peak loading of manpower to 
accomplish the program objectives. This is reflected in the manpower 
charts in Figures 11 through 14. The subcontractor evaluated each change 
in the contractual requiremnts for effect of the change on cost 1 manpower 1 
schedule and fee and sul:mitted a claim to the prime on all significant 
changes. It was through this proceaa of methodical evaluation of the effect 
of each change on the schedule and costs that the subcontractor was able 
to obtain increased funds added to the original contract price through 
negotiation with the prime contractor. Through this procedure the subcon-
tractor was able to protect his cost and percent fee recovery position on 
the contract. 
Engineering and Manufacturing 
A problell moat companies encounter where an engineer talks to a 
customer or vendor engineer ii' (a) the lack of appreciation of the 
need ror staying within the contract specifications or (b) recognizing 
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when the scope of existing specifications is being changed. This wae 
to a great extent minimized or limited on this progr~~m by restricting 
contact with the prime contractor to Pro gram Office engineers or to 
line engineers under the cognizance of Program Office engineers. The 
systems and projecta type engineers in the Program Office were instilled 
with an appeciation of the effect of accepting changes in contract or 
specification scope through other than contractual means. Training was 
given in recognizing the implicationa of contractual changes on the 
financial and task performance responsibility of the company. This 
training plua the utilization of engineere in the Program Office who 
were experienced in the Engineering/Contracts relationship was 
effective in mi.nimizing this problem on the program. 
The prime contractor's engineering controls as depicted in 
Figure 201 Chapter 4, required submission of supporting data and ma-
terials for concept and design reviews at various stages in the engineer-
ing design cycle. Although an approval cycle tiDJ.e of one-half month was 
the standard to be used, this was exceeded on nUl1lerous occasions by 
the prime contractor without approval or rejection received by the 
subcontractor. The subcontractor contractually notified the prime that 
he wu proceeding on the assumption that approval was granted in the 
absence ot formal notification within the time requirement of the 
specification. Communicatione and a decision were usually achieved 
at this point. 
Near the peak of engineering and manufacturing activity on the 
key cabinet in Subsystem A, a manufacturing hold was placed on continuing 
the production run of this cabinet. A few months prior, engineering 
evaluation of the prototype of this equipment resulted in a large nunbtr 
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of engineering changes on this cabinet. The first production model was 
just put into unit test and management decided to hold up further pro-
duction of these cabinets until unit test was completed to prove out 
the design changes made. Manufacturing switched personnel from building 
this cabinet to building other functional cabinets in the sub-system which 
had no engineering problems. Engineers exhaustively tested the first 
production model on a three-shift twenty-four hour basis for approximately 
a month. A significant number of additional engineering changes resulted 
from the test cycle. During this month a task force of engineering and 
manufacturing personnel was set up which met daily to establish the 
communication flow between these functions which were essential to expedite 
procurement and other support activities to back up the program. Within 
five weeka the testing program was completed, manufacturing had aufficient 
drawing infomation and procurement expedited to support resumption of 
production. Production was resumed and although the production cycle was 
compressed due to the hold, the balance of the cabinets -were made on time 
and at a saving in the overall cost of manufacture of these cabinets. 
Typically, an engineer strives to improve his design such that 
he achieves near perfection in the design. Management's role is to recog-
nize this occupational philosophy and to remoYe the design from the engineer 
and place it into production when the specification requirements are met. 
!his problem was faced on this program when management froze the design 
on the major functional types of equipn.ent in Subsystem A a few months 
after the manufacturing h>ld was lifted in the situation described in the 
previous paragraph. Engineering design requirements of this subsystem were 
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considered to be met and manufacturing was allowed to proceed with 
building the subsystem. By doing thia a minimum of transients on the 
completion of the manutacturing cycle was experienced due to engineering 
design changes. 
Qle of the major problems which exists in the engineering 
specification area of weapon systems is the lack of compatibility of 
specification requirements for the main equipnent with the specifi-
cation requirements for the support areas of spare parts, logistics, 
documentation and training. Another facet of this problem is the vari-
ation in specifications for support areas between the military agencies 
. in the Department of Defense. Revisions of specs to conform to the 
weapon system procurezll9nt concept are still needed to achieve unity of 
specification requirements for weapon system procurement and to achieve 
unity in specifications among the branches of the military services. 
This problem waa encountered on this program when the equipnent was built 
to meet a set of military spec requirements. Handbooks were written to 
reflect the equipn.ent as built to the speca. The specifications for 
drawings were subject to interpretation in some areas. The subcontractor 
made the drawings in accordance with an interpretation compatible with the 
drawing specs. The procuring agency through the prime contractor required 
another interpretation of the spec to be followed. This resulted in reooing 
the drawings, rewriting certain handbooks and also affected equipnent in 
the field. 'lhe revisions were cost:cy and in large measure could have been 
avoided by harlng integrated specs for both building the equipment and 
providing the 8Upport for the pro gram. 
Another problem area experienced on the pro gram was in sub-
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contracting power supplies to major vendora. A major electrical manu-
facturer was selected to design and build high and low voltage power 
supplies U8ed in the equipnent. nus vendor was selected after an 
evaluation of sources of supply concluded that he bad the ability to 
engineer and manufacture the needed power supplies. This vendor was 
experienced in the field and had a good reputation as a supplier. In 
the course of the program, it became apparent that this venoor could not 
meet the specification and delivery schedule required on the high voltage 
supplies. His contract was cancelled and another vendor ~s given the 
job of furnishing high voltage supplies based on a prototype design he 
had built which could be modified to meet the specs. '!he second vendor 
was a much smaller com~ which had to have assistance given in procure-
ment and production tooling from 'this subcontractor to meet the delivery 
requirements. Because dissatisfaction developed on the quality of the 
low voltage supplies 1 the compan:f decided to build a portion of the low 
voltage supplies in-house for the second complement of equipnent. Consid-
erable effort was expended by the quality control group in monitoring 
the adequacy of the production and quality control procedures of the 
venoors to assure that subcontracted sub-assemblies and components met 
the rigid requirements of the military specifications. 
Administration 
About eight months after receipt of the contract, it became 
apparent to the Program Office that although the operation had adequate 
programming talent to perform the detail pro gram design, the supervisory 
and management talent was not seasoned and experienced emugh to satis-
factorily manage the line activities. It was decided to place the manage-
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ment direction of the programming effort within the Systems Engineering 
Staff of the Program Office. This was done and this activity was super-
vised by the Program Office for slightly over a year. When the line 
operation had developed sui'ficient capability, the management of this 
activity was returned to the line organization. 
The prime contractor required engineering concept approval and 
funding approval be granted to the subcontractor before he was con~Sidered 
contractually granted approval to procure and build the spare parts ref-
erenced in the spares lists. In general the concept approval was 
received in a reasonable period of tirne. In many cases funding approval 
was delayed for such long periods ot time that the subcontractor was 
forced to go out on management risk and start placing orders for spare 
parts or face the prospect of having equipment in the field without 
having spare parts to support their operation. The situation was such 
that at one time the subcontractor was out on management risk for 1.4% 
of the total contract costs rather than jeopardize his field operational 
capability. As spares comprised 8.3% of total contract cost value, this 
represented a sizeable sum of money. 
Communications p>sed a continuing problem in the operatioll8 
of the program. This was alleviated to some extent by inaugurating a 
correspondence system for all facets of operation, internally within the 
Program Office and at the interface with the line operations. Distribu-
tion lists were established for various types of correspondence which were 
adhered to by those who generated correspondence material. These lists 
were periodically reviewed for proper coverage of all affected program 
participants, resulting in a wide dissemination of knowledge. This device 
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waa extremely useful in providing sufficient background in!onnation to 
enhance the operating effectiveness of program participants. Another 
device for communications of status, problems and anticipated actions 
on the program was a lobnthly Status Review Meeting. Representatives of 
the line operations performing the work in defined areas of the program 
made presentations to a gathering of line operating supervision and 
management and Program Office supervision and management. 
The monthly review meetings served a useful purpose in conveying 
a relatively accurate picture of progress and problems in the program to 
the attention of affected management. The use of these meetings were 
instrumental in the ability of the Program Office to perfonn the 
measurement and control function to the degree necessary to successfully 
manage the program. 
The Program Office experienced its• share of discord internally 
and with the line operations which can be found in a~' organization staffed 
with ~mic, ambitious personnel. At times the line operations were at 
odds with the Program Office staff because certain groups felt that they 
were insulated from the customer and that they could just as adequately 
perfom the customer contact function. The Program Office included opera-
ting supervision and personnel in their customer contacts as often as they 
felt it reasonable and necessary. In a few instances where the line groups 
did not observe the restriction on customer contact which the Program Office 
felt necessary, the problem was taken to the operation manager to resolve 
and enforce. Within the Program Office, an attempt was made to define the 
functions of each organizational section such that there was a minimum of 
overlap of responsibility. Despite this, situations arose where the pro-
jects group felt that they should have responsibilities for activities 
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performed by the administrative group. Where these conflicts could not 
be resolved between the managers concerned, the problem waa taken 'to 
the program manager to resolve. 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusion! 
§unmary 
The pro gram was directed towards the development and manufacture 
of a data processing subsystem for a missile detection support s.ystem 
for the Air Force. The study examined the activities of the subcontractor 
who was responsible to a prime weapon system contractor (5elected by the 
Air Force) for designing, building and integrating a data handling sub-
system, a computer subsystem and the real time computer programming into 
an overall subsystem compatible with the missile detection support system 
requirements. The prime contractor and the second tier (major subcontrac-
tors) with which this subcontractor was aseociated ,.,ere responsible for 
providing a working complex of equipnent and all the support necessary to 
sustain the operation of their portion of the system in the field (spare 
parts, handbooks, training). 
The techniques used by this subcontractor to manage the company's 
effort on the data processing subsystem was to establish a program manage-
ment organization (called a Program Office) within a company operation 
responsible for producing data systems for the company. This Program Office 
was a specialized staff group whose sole function was to maintain liaison 
with the prime contractor, broadly direct the activities of the line opera-
tions perfonning the work and monitor the progress and performance toward 
meeting the program requirements. The primary role of the Program Office 
was to maintain management emphasis towards meeting program requirements 
and keep the operations management informed on the status, problems, needs 
and areas requiring management support and emphasis for successful 
completion of program requirements. 
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The program was conducted in an environment in which the prime 
contractor, this subcontractor and a major vendor of the subcontractor 
were competitors in a number of electronic products. This created 
some problems in achieving harmonious working relationships between the 
companies in the areas of obtaining information to monitor performance 
and progress and the conflict with the desires of the participants to 
protect the compa~ proprietary position in certain areas. Despite the 
handicaps involved, relatively eood measures of performance were achieved 
between the companies involved. The management proups involved did not 
hesitate to insist that performance meet contract requirements and in 
some instances called upon upper management echelons in the companies 
involved to obtain satisfactory results. 
The data processing subsystem which this subcontractor furnished 
advanced the state-of-the-art in two areas, Real Time Computer Progranuning 
and the Radar Data Handling Subsystem. As a result, the program was highly 
engineering oriented. Within eight months of receipt of contract award, 
state-of-the-art advances by the computer vendor were such that the Air 
Force incorporated a transistorized computer in place of a tube type com-
puter into the system. This had the impact of increasing the time schedule 
for field readiness for both complements of equipment by nine and twelve 
months respectively. The change affected the scope of the engineering wort 
performed by the suhcontractor on the data handling subsystem and the pro-
gramming for the data processing subsystem. 
The program required over 1 1200 man-years of effort to desi~, 
build and make field ready two complements of equipment. Being a high 
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engineering content progr&lll, 12.3 percent of the manpower effort waa in 
engineering, 18.8 percent in manufacturing and 8.9 percent in progr.m 
administration. The revised schedule associated with the computer change 
noted in the preceding paragraph was met for both complements of equipnent. 
'ftle subcontractor also met the revised schedule requirement for field 
readiness of both complements of equipnent. Actual factory l evel costs 
were expended on the pro gram as follows a 18% - Direct Labor, 2.3% - Over-
head and S9% - Materials 1 Subcontracts end Services. 'ftle pro gram objec-
tives were met within the budget established at the time of shift to the 
transistorized computer. 
Conclwsions 
"'!he needs of the manager area {1) he needs to know what he ia 
supposed to do, (2) he needs to know what degree he is expected to perform 
on certain elements of the job 1 {3) he needs to lmow how well he is 
expected to perform on these job elements and (4) he needs to know how well 
he ia actuallz perfoming on these job elements.•22 By the same token an 
organization needs to know these same basic standards to be able to measure 
its• progress and achievements and gauge its' success. For the Program 
Office as an organization, its' needs or standards .were defined by the basic 
contract and its goals were derived from it. These goals werea {1) to 
deliver equipnent and supporting servicee which met specification require-
ments for design and operation, (2) to meet the scheduled delivery require-
22 Virgil K. Rowland, Managerial Perf ormance Standards (New York 
American Management Association, 1960) p. 2S 
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menta for the equipnent and supfCrting services, and (3) to conduct 
operations such that all work was performed within the budget as estab-
lished by the contract. Therefore, the managerial effectiveness of the 
Program Office was measured by its ability to meet these poals. As a 
manapement technique, the Program Office was successful in t hat it de-
livered equipment on schedule which met operational requirements within the 
financial limitations of the contract. The criteria used hy the customer 
(and company management) were operational acceptance tests which the 
equipment met, and schedules, manpower and budget expenditures which were 
within the plans established to conduct the program. 
'Why was this program successful? There were many other programs 
on defense contracts of much smaller financial magnitude on which either 
schedules, budgets or a combination of these were not met on a number of 
these programs. Yet this program, of a much larger size met all of the 
goals established. Management within this division of the company, felt 
that the Program Office approach coupled with the use of formalized manage-
ment procedures, techniques and controls were instrumental in the satisfac-
tory performance results achieved. It is difficult to state to what degree 
the level of capability of the Program Office staff and to what degree the 
Program Office as a management tool were each responsible for the success 
of the program. The combination of the Program Office orpanization, the 
talent of the staff groups and the management techniques used resulted in 
meeting the company'• goal on the program. 
Figure 19 graphically portrays the relationship of the management 
activities and techniques used by the Program Office. From a reView of 
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the contractual work requirements , a task matrix was generated which 
listed all the major tasks and sub-tasks on the program. 'lhe task matrix 
identified the line operating group responsible for each task. A task 
authorization was generated for each task and sub-task. The authorization 
identified all requirements - specification, schedule, manpower and budget 
and was the basia of measurement and control by the Program Office. Per-
formance standards were derived from the specifications, schedules, and 
budgets in the task authorizations. Control media were set up to evaluate 
status and performance against these standards on a periodic basis ( genera!q 
monthly - more often if necessary). Measurement of actual performance 
related to the standards resulted in the Program Office instituting 
corrective action when and where necessary. 'lhe Program Office established 
standardized schedule techniques, manpower curves (See Figures 11-14) and 
budget reports to facilita~ the measurement and control functions. The 
systematic approach developed and the techniques used all contributed 
to the success of the program. 
The Program Office approach was an e.xperimeDt. The Program Office 
vas a staff group geared to menage a specific program, not to managing a 
product line. It functioned within an operation which was fUnctionally 
organized on a product line basis. The approach and techniques used 
resulted in successfully performing on a weapon ~stem type contract. As 
a result of this experiment, the com~ gained experience in managing 
this type of business. From the problems encountered and lessons learned 
other tangible and intangible benefits have been gained. 
Among the tangible benefits derived from this experience are: 
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(a) the company has trained a group of people experienced in managing 
systems-type husiness, (b) the Program Office organization is a workable 
approach to managing aysterna business, (c) from the experience gained and 
leasaons learned, the advantages and disadvantages of various management 
procedures, techniques and methods are better known and understood. This 
will help the company avoid problems and pitfalls encountered on this 
program. Among the intangible benefits gained area (a) the company 
became more acutely aware that it was not adequately organized and 
oriented to compete marketing-wise for systems business and (b) that 
corunon standards needed to be established for general use in the company 
on weapon system business. 
By nature, weapon system husiness encompasses a number of sub-
systems and technolo~e• as well as a very large number of diverse product• 
and components. As these lar~ complex weapon systems incorporate products 
or subsystems which may be within the product scope of a number of company 
operations, the marketing approach of these operations is oriented towards 
selling those producta which they have responsibility for individually. 
The engineering capability within any operation is geared towards developing 
those products w1 thin their product scope and does not have the system 
engineering capability of engineering overall weapon systems. Therefore 
from a marketing and engineering standpoint, the company is not in a posi-
tion to compete effectively for a weapon syst~ business or to develop the 
system engineering capability. Strict adherence to a decentralized phil-
osophy of operation would in the long run relegate the company to the role 
of a component or sub-system supplier, particularly in defense business. 
To prevent this situation from occurring and to enhance its 
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competitive position, the compan.r established a systems management 
operation within the electronics division of a company. The functions 
of the organization are 1 to develop and provide a competent systems 
engineering capability which cuts across all company operationa, to 
address its marketing effort to hiddi~ for defense systems business and 
to provide systems manap:ement capability. This operation provides a 
strong centralized management for aseuring company performance on large, 
complex system programs. Within this operation are systems engineering, 
marketing and specialized staff functions. The systems contracts are 
managed by the Program Offices of varying size and composition depending 
on the complexity and nature of the program, technologies involved, and 
the financial scope of the programs. The systems management orpanization 
evolved from a Program Office and has moved up one or~anizational level 
within the company. This group is now an independent operation reporting 
to the manager of the division. Division management believes that the 
company objectives for weapon system husiness participation can be met 
better and the system management role within the cornpa~ will operate 
more effectively with this organizational change. 
To pay proper manarement attention to large portions of systems 
which are subcontracted to the various operations within the division 
by the systems management operation or hy other prime contractors, the 
division is implementing a Program Mana~ement Office within each operation 
with mana~ement responsihility for those subcontracts. The division has 
also issued a program management policy and procedure which specifies the 
minimum standarda and proceduree which must be met for the planning. 
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work authorization and controlling aspects of program management at 
each operation. 1bis policy establishes a common basis for the 
functioning of the Program Management Office within each operation and 
within the systems management operation. 
Appendix A 
Function statements for the section supervisors reporting to the s 
1 . Systems Engineering Staff Manager 
2. Project Staff Manager 
J. Reliability Staff Manager 
4. Aaninistrati ve Staff Manager 
are noted below. '.lhe relationship of these managers and supervisors 
within the overall program organization is shown in Figure ). 
1 . Systems Engineering Staff Manager: 
A. Functions of Systems Analysis Supervisor: 
1) Establish and monitor the performance criteria for 
technical equipment to insure that operational 
requirements of the system will be met. 
2) Analyze alternate approaches and oodifications to 
determine their effects on system performance. 
3) Establish the broad technical objectives to be met by 
the various groupe assigned work under the pro gram. 
4) Review the simulations and tests performed to insure 
that equipnent performance will be satisfactory. 
5) Prepare the technical portion of proposals for new work 
and continuation of work related to this program. 
6) System test planning. 
B. Functions of the Systems Mathematics Supervisor: 
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l) Determine the mathematics to be used for data processing. 
2) Perform Error Analyses. 
3) E:xami ne alternate or simplified mathematical approache• 
to determine their applicability. 
C. Functions of the Computer Engineering Supervisor 1 
A2 
1) Establish and monitor the detailed technical specifications 
for the equipment of the Data Handling and Computer subaystel1lS. 
2) Establish methods for insuring that equipment performance ie 
to specifications. 
3) Evaluate the detailed effect which proposed deviations from 
specifications will have on system performance. 
4) Estimate reliabilit7 on the oyerall ~System and issue 
reliability objectiYe& for the development group. 
2. Projects Staff Manager 
A. Functions of Project Engineering Subsystem A (Data Handling) 
Supervisor: 
1) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessuytask 
authorizations all contractual technical requirements. 
2) M:>nitoring technical phases of the scheduled program effort 
in terms of contractual compliance with specifications 
and schedules. 
3) Monitoring technical program requirements periodicall7 to 
detennine the need to redefine requirements 1 and when 
necessar,r, take appropriate action. 
4) Determining and monitoring the special test equipment pro gram 
requirements, and ensuring that they will be met consistent 
with systems requirements. 
5) Maintaining engineering liaison with the prime contractor for 
all technical matters pertinent to contractual. compliance. 
6) Maintaining communicationa with the prime contractor and appli-
cable subcontractors and for line operating organizations. 
7) Reviewing technical correspondence for technical accuracy and 
contractual compliance. 
8) Taking necessary actioiliJ to obtain concept approvals and desi~ 
performance approvals from the prime contractor in compliance 
with program requirements. 
9) Identifying and resolving critical procurement needs. 
10) Assisting in securing specialized engineering assistance. 
11) Initiating anq/or assisting as necessary in the preparation of 
propoaal.a for new work and continuation of work relevant to 
this program. 
12) Performing the following specific liaison functions with subcon-
tractors directly under Program Office cognizance, when applicablea 
a) M:>nitoring the subcontractor ' s design, development and 
manufacturing effort ta ensure compatibility with the overall 
task and schedule requirements of the prime contractor. 
b) Reviewing subcontractual correspondence, including drawings, 
and data for technical accuracy. 
c) Maintaining appropriate engineering liaison with the subcon-
tractor by exchanging correspondence, technical reports, drawings 
and data. 
d) Providing technical assistance in evaluating subcontractor 
cost proposals and estimates. 
13) Evaluating contractor- issued technical documents for contract scope 
changes and schedule implications. 
B. Functions of Project Engineering Subsystem B (Computer) Supervisors 
(Functions are the same as for 2A above as related to Subsystem B 
plus those noted below due to the line work performed by this section. ) 
14) Prepare detailed specifications for all computer equipment. 
15) Prepare acceptance test specifications and procedures and 
conduct acceptance test on all computer equipment. 
16) Accomplish installation design for computer equipment 
both domestically and at the field sites. 
c. Functiona of Production Engineering Supervisorr 
1) J.bnitoring all aspects of the design, development and test 
efforts to ensure that the deliverable and non-deliverable 
equipnent required by contract 1 including special test equipnent, 
spares, and accessory items can be produced under sound manu-
facturing practices as designed. 
2) 1-bnitoring all phases of the production effort, including services, 
in terms ot contractual compliance with applicable specifications 
and schedules. 
3) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary task authori-
zations all contractual production requirements. 
4) Maintaining continual surveillance of the production schedules, 
to ensure that the customer 1 s deli very requirements can be met. 
5) Maintaining liaison with the prime contractor and manufacturing 
subcontractors and consultants. 
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3. Reliability Sta.t'f Managers 
A. Functions of the Reliability Engineering Supervisors 
1) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary task 
authorizations all contractual quality control and relia• 
bility assurance requirements of the prime contractor. 
2) Analyzing all contractual specification requirements for 
quality control and reliability assurance implications and 
mtifying the applicable operating activities of specific 
contractual requirements. 
3) Maintaining surveillance over all engineering reliability 
assurance line activitie's carrying out the program reliability; 
monitoring all areas, except those of subcontracts, for com-
pliance with reliability assurance objectives, and reporting 
progress in the reliability area to the prime contractor. 
4) Monitoring the manufacturing quality control department for 
compliance with the reliability assurance objectives as 
applicable. 
5) Maintaining liaison with the engineering quality control and 
procedures department in establishing effective quality control 
and reliability assurance procedures as they effect the program. 
6) Maintaining liaieon with the prime contractor and applicable 
line organizations within the operation in the areas of 
reliability and quality assurance. 
B. Functions of the Subcontractor Beliability Supervisor• 
1) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary task 
authorizations all contractual requirements for exercising 
subcontract reliability control. 
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2 ) Taking action to ensure that the subcontractor obtains the 
necessary concept approvala, design and perfomance approvals 
in compliance with program requirements. 
3) Monitoring the performance of the subcontractor to ensure 
that the quality and reliability of the equipnent meets 
all contractual obligations. 
4) Conducting quality surveys of all subcontractor facilities 
in accordance with the company's quality control procedures 
and the program's contractual requirements. 
$) Performing a function as the customer's representative to 
applicable sUbcontractors to ensure that contractual re-
quirements are met in the areas of reliability and quality assurance. 
4. Administrative Staff Mana!t'r 1 
A. Functions of the Planning Supervisor• 
1) Preparing and maintaining master schedules as required by both 
company and prime contractor management, which are consistent 
with the company's basic detailed progr8lll schedules and prime 
contractor• s official schedule dates. 
2) Interpreting the master schedule and ensuring compatibility with the 
company's detailed schedules and prime contractor's schedule dates. 
3) Establishing levels of scheduling, schedule formats and procedures 
and coordination of pro gr8lll schedules. 
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4) Defining, establishing and maintaining status report syatema. 
5) Correlating, monitoring and evaluating the phasing of scheduled 
tasks. 
6) Preparing periodic and special planning and scheduling data, 
charta or other information as required. 
7) Provide planning and scheduling analysis and consulting services 
as required. 
6) Initiating, coordinating and preparing alternate plans and 
schedules as required. 
9) Analyzing and preparing comparative statistical data for both 
the established plans and special alternate plan si tuationa. 
10) Attending, preparing and issuing agendaa and reports of Honthly 
Status Review Meetings and other meetings as required. 
ll) Recognizing and anticipating program problema from the planning 
and the manpower point of view and recommending action to the 
Administrative Staff Manager. 
12) Preparing and giving presentations of program planning and schedule 
status at MOnthly Internal Status Beview and Prime Contractor 
Project Review Meetings. 
13) Preparing and submitting the Monthly Management Report to the 
prime contractor. 
B. Functions of the Administration, Training and Data Documents Supervisor• 
Adninistration 
1) Rev.l.ewing, originating, and implementing administrative procedures 
a& required for efficient performance of the program. 
2) Establishing and maintaining a correspondence procedure for thie 
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program. 
3) Maintaining follow-up on correspondence, due dates and commit-
ments for both intra- and inter-plant matters. 
4) Coordinating the preparation of necessary budgets for the 
Program Office operation. 
5) Making the neceDsary fo:nnal issue of stateaents of work. 
6) Maintaining a central ck>cumentation file . 
7 ) Establishing and maintaining a pro gram manual. 
8) Establishing and maintaining a record of program meetings. 
9) Maintaining the necessary liaison with the operation's Security 
Office for security aspects of the program. 
10) Highlighting, for ·the Tec~nical Liaison and Divisional Public 
Relations Offices~ matters of public interest in the company's 
contribution to the progr~ 
Training 
1) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary statements 
of task all contractual training requirements. 
2) Coordinating training1 indoctrination and orientation programs 
with the prime contractor to ful.fill all necessary progl'am 
contractual training requirements. 
3) Coordinating with the prime contractor and subcontractors to 
correlate training plans for field service personnel. 
L) Preparing and/or maintaining the necessary training record8 
for the Program Office. 
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Data Documente 
l) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary statements 
of task all contractual data documents requirements. 
2) Maintaining surveillance over periodic reports, technical reports, 
filllls and photographs for the program. 
3) Coordinating preparation of equipment handbooks 1 training manuals 1 
reports, and fil.Jns within the company and between varioue contractors. 
4) Reviewing applicable data documents for content and quality prior 
to approval for publication. 
c. Functions of the I.Dgistic& and Facilities Supervisor: 
1) Defining the objectives and planning for the company's and major 
subcontractor•s logistics systems. 
2) Maintaining surveillance of the logistics and transportation 
plana of the line operations and making the necessary contractual 
reports in this area. 
3) Preparing, reviewing, coordinating and submitting tr..rough the 
financial supervisor necessary manpower and cost e stirnates with 
respect to logistics and facilitJ.es. 
4) Coordinating site facility requirements with the prime contractor, 
the compaey and major subcontractors. 
5) Preparing and issuing the necessary plana, status reports, and 
statements of task relating to facilities, including portions of 
certain contractual and periodic reports. 
6) Coordinating with the Contract Administrator as required to facili-
tate receipt or release of Government furnished equipment ( GFE) 
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for the program. 
7) Monitoring the performance of operating activities as they concern 
program plant and site facilities in order to insure progress on 
the progrcm and to anticipate problem areas. 
8) Interpreting, defining and ilnplementing by necessary task 
authorizations all contractual packing and transportating require-
ments for material. 
9) Interpreting, defining and implementing by necessary statements 
of task all contractual transportation requirements for personnel. 
10) Coordinating spare parts provisioning and follow-up. 
11) Coordinating procurement of deliverable test equipment, tools, 
material and special clothing for the various sites. 
12) Maintaining liaison with the prir.te and 111ajor aubcontractora in 
cooperation with the Contract Administrator to insure that the 
provisions of the contracts properly interpret the company's 
responsibilities. 
1). Functions of the Financial Supervisors 
1) Establishing and maintaining a CPFF project numbering system for 
the program and for the accumulation and segregation of costs by 
detailed tasks in coordinating with Cost Control and the 
operating activities. 
2) Establishing and maintaining, consistent with (a) above, a 
budgetary control system under which fiscal and manpower budgets 
for all project numbers, major organizational units, and subcon-
tractors will be developed. 
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.3) Allocating funds to organization units and subcontractors as 
required for the performance of specifically delegated tasks. 
4) Maintaining surveillance of the overall progrese of actual fiscal 
and manpower expenditures versus budgeted requirements of the 
program. 
5) Determining prime contractor, company management, and subcontractor 
fiscal and manpower report requirements and establishing and 
maintaining an integrated system for financial and manpower 
reporting that willt 
a) Provide necessary cost and manpower data for company 
management reports. 
b) Provide necessary cost and manpower data to satisfy prime 
contractor and government requirements. 
6) Directing, reviewing and approving reports and analyses in 
support of (5) (a) and (b) above, which shall include, but 
are not limited to the followings 
a) Forecasting funding requirements for each government fiscal year. 
b) Forecasting spending rates for each government fiscal year. 
c) Forecasting billing rates to the prime contractor for each 
government fiscal year. 
d) Fiscal and manpower schedules tor the program. 
e) Periodic cost-to-complete information. 
f) Monthly fiscal analysis reports 1 to be issued to the 
prime contractor and the government. 
g) Cost information for bid requests, cost estimates and 
change orders. 
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7) Coordinating all program cost information 'With procurement 
services and cost control. 
8) · Preparing for and participating in contract negotiations. 
9) Anticipating financial problems and bringing thea to the 
attention of the Administrative Staff Manager, together 'With 
recommendations for corrective action. 
10) Initiating, coordinating and follow-up, on a staff level, of 
the evaluation and/or required approvals of Changes in Scope 
( CCS) and maintaining a CCS log. 
11) Coordinating program overtime requirements within the company 
and obtaining approval of same from the prime contractor. 
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